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A Note from the EditOr .

%
.

.

mejority of this issue Pf IME is a set of reviewg,of recent-- \\
, 0

. ,
.

research articles that have emanated-iom the project for the Study of
. I 4

Mathematically Precocious Yduth (SMPY) directed by Julian C. Stanley.
.fi

John Harvey provides an overview ,of the entire book, Intellectual Talent:'

Research and Development, edited by eating, that is the source for these

studies: Nine studies that are reported in the book are 'abstracted and

reviewed. Since the studies make'extensive use of an assortmenCof tests,

a listing of the tests used 'is provided along with)a citation of a source
- -

of reviews of the test 'in BaiosA Seventh 'igntal Measurements Yearialook: I

think that you will find the 'reviews of the SMPY research interesting and

stimulating.

A s)cond special. feature of this issue of IME is a review of krutetskii's

) r
The Psychology. of Mathematical Abilitieslin School Children edited by

I

Kilpatriek and Wirszup. Bright provides ap abstr.4ct of the contents of the

KrUtetskii book-and,twO cr itical commentaries are offered, one by Goldin

and the other by Bright. The Russian approach to the study of mathematical
t

ability provides a sharp contrast to that ofthe SMPY project."
AIN r
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INTELLECTUAL TALENT: RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT.' Edited_by Daniel P. Keating.
Baltimore, Maryland: The JohnsHopkins University.Press, 1,976.

An Overview Prepared Especially for I.M.E. by John G. Harvey, University of
Wisconsin-Madison. -4 ,

_The 'goal of the Study of Mathematically Precocious .Youth (SMPY) iS to
"identify, 'study, and facilitate educationally those youngsters who are
especially adept at 'mathematical reasoning while still irthe first _two
years of Apnio high school, i.e., grades seven and eight and ages 12'to
.14" (Stanley, 1974, p. 197). This study, directed by 'Julian C. Stanley,..-
Is being condlicted,at Johns Hopkins University with the financial support
of the Spencer Foundation of Chicago; it began 1 September 1971. Thus far
two comprehensive reports have resulted from thig' study; they are Mathe-
matical Talent: Discovery,_ Description and Development' (Stanley, Keating
and Fax, 1974) and Intellectual Talent: Research and Development.

-
The origins of SMPY. can be traced to two sources. First, it is:

somewhat, akin,` and, in a narrow sense, continues the work of Terman et al.
It is akin to the work of Terman and his associates in that psychometric
instruments are used to -identifyand study mathematically precocious
youths. It continues the work of Terman in that it attempts to study fongi-
tudir41.1y, those mathematically precocious junior high school students who
participate in its program o4 counselling and educational facilitatiori. It
_is narrower in that, instead of studying generally precocious individuals,
it is studying mathematically or quantitatively precocious ones (see
Keating, 1976,p. 24 for a definition,2f quantitatively precocious). The
second impetus for SMPY was the frequent, unsought identification of
mathematically precocious youths by Stanley (1976, pp. 6 -10).

The SLPY project staff initially thought that informal
I

methods such as
parent on teacher referrals would identify for study sufficiently large
numbers of junior high school students Who were mathematically Oecocious.
However, this proved not to be the case. Thus,-in early 1972-the first
talent - search test competition was organized. The competition was adver-
tised primarily in the Baltimore area. In March' 1972, 167 seventh-grade
studentS (77 girls, 90 boys), 224'eighth-grade students (95 girls, 129
boys), and five accelerated' ninth-grade students'aisirl, 4boW took MO
Collage Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) tests: Ole Schblastir Aptitude,
,Test - Mathematics (SAT-M) and Mathematics Achievement Level I (M-I).
Twenty,"seventh-graders (7 girls, 13 hoys), 33-eighth graders (4 girls, 2:9
boys) and'o4e ninth-grade girl took the Educational Tegting 5dryice Sequen-
tial Test of Educational Progress, aeries II- Science (STEPII-Science).

. A list-Of the tests used by SMPY than, are reviewed in gurest Seventh Mential\'
Measurements Yearbookiappears elsewhere in this issue of TIE.) On fie 'basis
of their scores on SAT-Mior STEP II-Scieficp, 35 boys and 10 gifls were
inyited'back for further tasting; all,of the boys and eightof the girls
came. These- 43 children comprise the, first group of mathematically precd=.
cious youths -identified by 6M2Y. A aompletedescriptiOn of the character-,
istics of these youths and of thp,e4tational facilitation initially offered

4
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them is included in Mathematical Talent: Discovery, Description and
Develapmereatitig and Pox, 1,974); a. majority of ,that datalis
also included in Intellectual Talent: Research and Development (1976)..

In 1973 and 1974 the talent search test competition (now called the
Maryland Mathematics Talent ,Search) was expanded to include student in
all of Maryland; students in-theWashingtpn metropolitan area counties

/ were especially sought in 1973.. After the 1972 competition two other
changes were made. First, in order to par4ic.ipate in 1973 or 1974 a student
had to be in the top two percent of his,or hey-grade on national normsin
arithmetic reasoning,.total arithmetic, quantitative aptitude, or'their
equivalent. Second, only-the SAT was'adminkster2d to the'1973 and 1974
participants; Table 1 indicates the numbers of slventh- and eighth-grade
boys and. girls who participated 1,11 each year:

1

v

TABLE I

,,-NUMBER OF STUDENTS BY GRADE AND SEX WHO PARTICIPATED IN
c THE 1973 AND 197.4 MARYLAND MATHEMATICS TALENT SEARCHES

T

1973 1974

7G 7B . 8G
. ,

8B 7G 7B 8G 88.

--... 88 135 158 286' 222 372 .369 556
-7...----

Notes: 7G = seventh -grade girls; a= seventh -grade boys; 8G = eighth--
grade girla-(.inclu'des accelerated ninth-graders); 8B'= eighth-graile-Ipoys
(includes accelerated ninth7graders). This table is derived from data
given by Keating* (19,76, p..27). ,

\
In-1974 the 111 students who scored at least 640 on SAT-M were declared the
talent-search winners ,for-that Oar (George Ind Solano, 1976, p. 63,
Similar data are not given for 1973. _Using the data given by Keating (1976,
p. 27), it can be deteDMinea 'that in 19.73 there were 90 students (14 girls,

.'76 bdys), who had a SATA 'score of at feast 650. This criterion was not
used, however,..n choosing students to 'participate in a special class con-

' ducted at Johns Hopkinst"' for thae,'class, students from Baltimore and Howard
counties who had a score ofat llast 500 on SAT-M and 400 on SAT7V were" '

invited to-.participate. It cahnot.be determined what further study and
educational facilitation have been,given.td' the Other students who partici-,
pated in 1974 except that 41 of the 1974 participants did receive one,- course'
College scholarships. Intellectual Talent: Research and Development
reports the research conducted with the e,ductional facilitation given 0
youths who had MO stores on the'teAts,gived.b Stpy,in the 1972, 1973,
or 1974 talent-search test coppetitions. ,-r

t
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Chapte One of Intellectual Talent is a revised version of a address
given by S anley to the Affie 'Can Psychological Associati9n in Au ust 1973..

I .In this chapter Stanley ad ances the theses that
;

I
r . l

, ,

1. Tests are a'prime,wayprobably the prime way--for the
.preliMinary identificati9n of hIgh.rlevel devroped
aptitude (1r achievement.

.

. .

>,
- ,

2. It is even moreiMgortant than generalWrealized for tests ,

'to have enough.. "ceiling" '(and."floor," too) for each indi-
vidual tested. This means' bold use of tests designed for
older persons, . . .

I

3. The higher an examinee 's scores are, the greater his'or
her Potential tends'to be, For appropriate criteria,
validity does not drop at th'e upper part of the score
range of a test that is difficult enough for the persons

se

teste (Stanley, 1976, p. 5).

The chapter then goes on to recount instances in which its author had
encountered precOcious or talentedindividuals and concludes with some of
the early outcomes of SMPY.

Chapter Two, by Keating, gives a definition of quantifiative Precocity.
(p. 24) and describe§ the data collected in the 1974 1973, and 1974
talent-search test competitions, including a grouped frequency distribution
of the SAT-M scores by grade and sex for ach of those years (p. 27, Table
2.1). Most.of the, dates previously described in this overview are from or
based:on data given inthis chapter} In this chakerKeating also discusses
the need for, and Value of tests whillhh are adgquately difficult in 'dete-ctL.

indifferences between students whd would, otherwise appear to be the Same
when tested; far example, in-grade tests on which twa'studehts of unequal
,ability score in the 99th percentile. On the basis of this discvsS,ion,
Keating concludes that to.find cut "Which of a given group of able twelve-

, to fourteen - year -olds has attained, a level of qUarktitative reasoning.

ability cOmphiable with able high school seniors, one.need only to give
them the'same test of mathematical reasoning one would give to a group of
high school seniors. The excelleht and frequently used test for this,pur-
.pose is,SAT1M" .(p. 29). He then goes on to argue that a younger student
who ha6a high score on the SAT-M uses higher-level procesesthan d6eS the
high school senior and that this probably biases the predictive Validity
positively; that is, that these students are more likely to be'successful
in learning new material than are high school seniors.

Chapter-Three concerns itself with methods and models for the Oenti-
fication and acCeleration,of gifted.juniaT high school students, especially
those who are mathematically talented, Using experience, gained through

, SPY, Fox,prOposes that'a wide variety. of psychometric instruments be used
to-identify precocious yOuths, to establish their range and level of abili-
ties, and to determine their interests' and Motivations. Next she discusses
the alternatives which a school could use to accelar'ate a precocious',youth;
,these include grade skipping, subject-matter acceleration, fast-paced

3
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. , . r
classes, Advanced Placement CourSe, d college courses. With these '

`alternativeI established, she then,pr ores four plans; brAefly, they are:,
11, , ,

../.

.- ..4Plan I: Seventh Grade. College Five Years ,

Plan II: Seventh Grade to Cy.lege ii..Pour Yeaig
f

. Plan III: Radical Acceleration.A/tefnatie ;
'Plan IIP: Subject7matter Acceleration'Only .1

.

. t..i
-... .!

, It would seem that, except for .details,' the titles of these p lans are selfr
explanatofy except' for Plan *III. 1n7 that plan a Student wouid,be placed .

in'tenth grade during.the next school Oar except that all of His or her
precalculus matheMatics courses Would be fadically, accelerated So that- ..

-"" this student would .enter an Advanced P1cement cildulud.tourse during the
following school year. Fox concludes this chapter with a short' discuSsibn

Ilti
of

the need for and ways to monitor' they of a student who is . ...

.

.,'
_accelerated in'cne of these ways. *4. *. .,

, I
) 0 .. ,

.

Chapter 'four very carefully details the'1974-Waryland Mathematics
-. )Talent Search. hapteN.g. Five through Seven describe research associated

with SMPY. ,This research is abstracted* in this issue of IME: thus it Will1 ,__
be briefly described here. In ChaPter Five, Keating reportso,an experitent..
in which psychometiic and Piagettan methods for..identifying mad4ematical ,,

.precocity are compared. Chapter:Six reports.on the fast-paced classes
-offered for mathematically precocious students by SMPY This chapter algo
reports onkhe cognitive tests,'the interest inventoriesand the values
scales completed by the studentslin these classes. In `Chapter Seven the
results Of a1 experiment'are reported in which college-level teachers
taught special fast-paced rathematicS courses to school children. 'Chapter
Eight is *a report from the Study of terbally Gifted7fouth.' This project,
also conducted at Johns.HopkinsfUnivecsity and.funded by 'the Spencer
Foundation of Chicago, is similer to SMPY in that it is seeking to learn
more about giftedness and to develop effective methods of facilitating the
education of...gifted students. !

FifteenChapters Nine through Fifteen are alpo abstracted
)
in this'issue of

IRE. In Chapter pine Fox desdribes.an experiment' n whitch-a special summer
accelerated Algebra I_program,was used with seventh-grade girls. A study -

,

of educators' stereotype of mathematically giftedboys is presented in
Chapter Ten. Chapters Elevens Twelve,Thirteen, and fourteen report on the
nonintellectual correlates of mathematically precocious boys and girl's, the
darger-related interests of those youths, thecreative potential of the

'.

. boys, in that group, and the values ofthese Students, respectively. Chapter
Fifteen recounts a study whi.Ch coMpated the profiles of values reported in
Chapter Fourteen to randemlygenerated values.

Chapters Sixteen and Seventeen, Page and Bereiter comment upon 6MPY
and the techniques which that project haS used to identify, study, and edu--
cationally'facilitate.ffhthematically precocious youths. In addition, Page
introduces and discusses a measure of-intelligence (or mathematiCal inte14-
gence),analogous to IQ which is. calculated using gdores.from'testsdesigned.
for older persons. Me then goes on to describe, some of the useqof this
new measure.

,
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--!.These.seventeen chapters comprise the papers which were giyeri at the,.

I
Sikth Annual Hyman Brui'llberg'Symposium

f

held at Jahns Hopkins Univdxsity in
Octobetr, 1974. The

t.

conc.14ding 41apter ok.Intellectual. Talent is a summary,
of the general ascussion which Sfollowed the presen ation ofthe papers.

. A
.

r
Critical Commentary. ,

,

-
- .. '

ot -

While this overview of .intellectual Talent: _Research and Development
has not followed the usual format for the abstracts which appear in-IME, it
still seems appropriate to conclude with the usual "Critical CohmAntary.0
$ome of -the remarks iInthis part 'may echo or reinforce those whichAppear.,

1 -IE.,

in the abstracts of the research- papers. ,
, 4

.

. - -'4i
r

. .
.

. ,

,

1. The criteria by whibh the 1973,group of mathematically pr ecocious
yo'lithswas.00senkrom,those. who participated in the talent-search trAit
competition that'year do 44 seem tq be described % t

7, .
i A

.... 2. a The plans for-the study and. educational facilitation Of the 1974
goup of' mathematicall

4
gre-m0ous youths do not seem to be included., It

is hoped that thiedoe 'not ilidicate that the long-fange'planning for this
. group of students irs not complete. or has.notbeen,initiated especially} ..

/ *because of the negative reactions from schools reported by Fox (1976,4).
\ 203), the less than favorable stereotypes of mathematically gifted boxs

'reported by Haler and Solano (1976).,.and\the belief that
, i

)
,

the need for special efforts'. . . to -design innovative educa-
---s) tional programs fort them [talented students] is partitularly .

k A%
acute during the junior high school years-,. .'(Fox, i976,.
p'. 33)i t .

.11'

r
,

3. It is often /difficult to discern which group(s)
o

*f students ard
-being discussed;' amore consistent identification of each group and the . .

group from which they were drawn would,assiit the reader in ,understanding
the SMPY,program of identification, study, and'facilitation-and in evalnat-
ingthe research' whiChs 'reported.

.

.
1 /. .

4. Curriculum 41d grade acceleration of.precociOus youths do not,seem
to be good ways to fadilitate the developmenL of these-students.. However,
while advancing, thep students'' should Aearn at a different level of abstrac-
tion thanado less able students art better problem

, should be.expecte4,,from them [see Lucas (1972) fOr.n finitions of mathemati-
ping perormances " .

-c4problems and problem-solving performance]:' It cannot be discovered from
either Mathematiul-Talent (Stanley, Keating and Fox, 1974) or this account
if thdse,goals are being sought or accomplished: t

.4,
,.

..

'5. A description of the Advanced Placement examinations in calculus
/ states, "Both "Caldulus AB and Calculus BC are primarip concerned with an

intuitive [emphasis added) understanding of the conceits of calculus, and
experience with its methds'and applidltions" (College Entrance Examination

. .

-. Board, 197, p. 3). Since'a criterion for success in the
/

calcluS coursep
..

taught the'students in this s .s been a pbore of fbur or five on one
.

.

5
1.
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'''. 6f the Ad*anced,4acement,extiainaiOns, ft be concluded from this.

.,

, evidenct alone_that these students are acquirihg,the kind ofethoWledge in
41
calculus expected of,eollege honors students. The evidence, hat.these
students Make good grades *in college-7taught honors c4culus or 'advanced

. 4,

btlgulus courses'is'much.more,persuasive. 7' .. .
, ...,

. .

0".

Regognizidg the difference` between prop3city and creativ ity, the
SMpY project has tried to determine the creative pqtential of the youths

hey have identified. This attemvt,owhile not futile, did pdt show that
the subjects,have creative potenti41. One ability commonly 'thought to be,'
a necessary prerequisite for creativity kythe ability to solve problems.
Thus ,a study c4 the mathematical problem"solv Ag abilities of mathematically

.precociods youths teems to besuggested (see Iilpatrick, 1967;'Lucas, 1972;e
lewski, 19741 and Weaine; 1976).

. .

S

* .
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A PIAGETIAN APPROACH TO INTELLECTUA4PRECOITY. Keating; D. P. 4-in

"fntellectualiTalent: Reseerh and Development.: Edited by Dardel
Keating, Baltimore, Maryland: Johns Hopkins UniversityPress, 1976,
.pp90-99.

r

'Expanded Abstract and ArialySiS Prepared Especially for 6-37-Lesffe
Steffe;Uriiversity of Georgina. .!

a .
.

1 (

Purpose:

. " ,

c I
. .., .

, .

,,
p- iroaating's purpose was to study tbs.:relationship between psychometri-

',. callydefined brightness and cognitive evelopmentaj. precocity within'
'"'' Piaget's stage theory in early *doles ants. Three quest' ns were Investi-'. . ,

_ mted,regarding the,purpdse. The.first question (an ortant ro
the authorSYNhad `to. do with the telationshi:ly ss and pre-j° 1

cocity. .Does brightness as measured by psychometric testing imply'-:
Aeyklopmentril. precocity? The second question was sparkedby the use of ..2 4).
ps'ychometric,tests.to identify precodious students.' ,Is it'the.caSe that

..,

-high scorers on psjchometric,tesfs are just "good test-takers?P The third,.

:*
queStion was whether similar aspects-of ."intelligent behavior" Are being
tapped, by the'psychome-tric_and the'Piagetian traditidhs. '.: . ' A4

. .

OP

-,2::. -Rationale '

,'-,

. . . . - Alik

TWOtraditiOns that exert major influence on' theories of intelligencell.
are, the psychometric and the Piagetiari. ', The :basiS of the psychometric , ,
tradition is.the measurement of individual:djfferbriees, through elaluation .

og representativ, samples of behavioral produCtAin standardized situationst
Variability i4 hemental abilities is assumed-.-'In contragt;.the develop-
mental the ry of:Piagdt is unified theory that has the goal,OT identifir
cation of u,iversal S ctures Frhuman thought. -,The4pethodology of gtudy
is not stand dized, t clinical, With the purpose of displaying beha-v,-
vioral symRto of un erlyirig cognitive processesit - -

.

. ,

, %3. ' research Design and Pk dure .

) .

< Orie hundred nine students 17n grades five and seven from tile:Baltimore
County school>S75cet:wbv'e used as .subjects: Orthe 109 spbjtcfs,-31 were
bright.seventh graders, si9-yere average seventh gtaders,,37 wetebright
fifth graders, and 22 were average fifth graders. Tobe.clas40.ed as
bright (B) a student,had to score at the 98th or 99th percentile, on the
arithmetic section Of the Iowa Test of,Basic Skills.. To be classified as
average (A) a student had to,score betweeri3tbe 45th and 55th percentile
on `the test. All subjects completed ,five: tests: Raven's )5taridard

?Ilieressive'Ma.trices;.(b) "conservatiori of volume, (c) displacemeAt of
Mime, (d) equilibrium :in the balahce,'and'(e) period of pendulum-. . Tait'
(a) was considered as a psychometric test andwas used to determinea
"psychometric order" among the groups. The prediction was that the groups

1..
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would be arranged using the Piagetian tests ih the same way as the
psychometric order. Test,(b).was considered an advanced concrete opera-

tional task whereas' the remainingthree wefe 8Onsideredto be formal
..opeAtional tasks. The Pivagetian tasks were scored 1 (clearly concrete
operational), 2 .(a.breakdaiin of concrete operational but no indication °E.
formal operational),,..3 (transitional), and 4' (formal operational) . A=A
reiieated-Measure ANOVA was:run ,using Psychometric Level and Grade as
classificational variables. and the three Piagetian formal operational
tasks as repeated, measures.

4. -Findings

(1) )0n the Raven's Standard Progressive Matrices, the psychometric
order of the groups was 7B = 5B > 7A.> 5A uiing Scheffe's multiple
comparisonmethOd. Scores yere,048, , and 38,.rounded to the

, nearest whole number.

4

Esi''\ , :
,41

(2) Inte -rater reliability on thtfPiagetian tasks* the four
groups was .94. All subjects "passed" the conservation of voluM4

watests; therefore, it s disregarded in subsequent. analyses."
, I

(3) The percentages demonstrating'formal -operations on all'three
Piagetian formal operational tasks were 62, A7, 23, and.0 for groups

1 7B, 5B, 7A, and 5A respactivally. The Order of the groups was --

reported to. be 713.> 5B > .7,011f.5A. '

. ,

-,

' 1

(4). The petcentages of students demonstrating forftal'operations .on

at least one.l'iagetian task were 85, 93, 63, and 31 for the 7B, 513,
7A, and 5A groups, respectively. ..The order was rported td be.
7B = 5B > 7A1 5A. 7',,'-,

/

(5) Thd percentages It students demonstrating formal operations on
the displacement%task'were 77, 70, 38, and 0; on the' equilibrium _in
tke'balance task, 77, 85, 47, and:8; an ,the pdriod of pendulum task,
t,.2, 70, 38, and 23% Percentages in all tree categori s are for 7B,
5B, 7A, and 5A, respectively:

(6) In the ANOVA psychometric'level was highly signirfk nt (p < .001)
and age was marginally significant (.05.< p < .10). No other factor
or interaction was significant.

-

5. Interpretations'

Keating, in his discussion ai...ehe results, states: ,

t

(a) "The major hypothesis.,.that bright2ess..4mplies develop-
mental precocity in reasoning...was confirmed... ".

-.

(b) "...when students are saleted for high scores on psy_chometric
tests, those successful are indeed precocious in cognitive
Aevelopment, and not Jest 'good test-takers'."

e /
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(c) research.:.confirms the empirical rel'ationship of
,brightness-and'pecocity. and does so across differing

seems that brightness leads to precocity...
the brighterindividual would be at an advantage in moving
throughthe successive p4ges more quickly..'.".

(d) "the absence' of a mai n effact for tasks (in the AN0VA)
suggests that development within. he forTa1 operational
period is not entirely analogous.with that in the con-
crete operational period..4nstead of a series of structural
changes, there may be instead a global structural

Critical Commentary

Keating expressed a goal of ognitive-develgpment research quite aptly
in his rationale,for the study- -the identification of universal structures,
of hqman thought. ,It is well kpown that the rate of development of such
,structures varies across individuals within cultures. It selems.that.
Keating's results confirm this fact. The issue is not,,then, that
viduals differ, in quite impogtantways, ',The,issue,is in the interpretation
of those differences.

..-

Piaget dogs not believe thathe un vers structures, of humanIthought
ate a priori in the sense of existing p ior to experience. Experience pays -

a major role. in the' development of such altuctures. Hence, it is not at
all surprising that children in the 5B and 7B groups essentially displayed
formal reasoning whereas those children in th05A and 7A groups displayed
formal reasoning only erratically with the results better for the 7A group
than the 5A group. ,So, are the 5B children precocious because they are
bright or vice, versa ?' 'Seating seems to think that brightness implies .

precocity. A. brightness means scoring at the 98th or 99th percentile on
.the mathemat±cs,subtest of the Iowa Test of Basic ,Skills? there is little
bas for% attempting to establish brightness as a sufficient condition for

. , dev lopmehtal precocity. Apparently, the, relation could just as wellbe
.taken the other .way,

,/
-

.

Focusing on the psychometric.tradition tstandardized achievement tests
or tests of intelligence) and/or on the universal structures of human thought
will not alone lead to an'udderstanding. of acquisition of mathematical know- ,

ledge. Much more is needed. Keating alludes to the in;eraction of organism
aad environment as a-Prime factor in such" acquisitions. He seems to believe,
however, that brightness is,a 'gift to only a small number Oflucky indi=
viduals. The psychometric tradition would seem supportive of this alleged
belief. But, is it possible for an "average" student to become a "bright"
student, and vice versa? Surely we should noefinore this very important
question, as the influence of environmedt on an individual's social, elm-
tionii, and intellectual existence is barely understood.

1 I
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CURRICULUM EXPEL MENTATION FOR 1I{E MATHEMATICALLY TALENTED. George, Wi11ia9C
C.;, Denham Susanne A. InolntelectUal:Talent: Research and Development.
Edited by Dani . Keating. Baltimore, Maryland:7 Johns Hopkins University

YG
Press, 1976, ppl.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis 'Prepared Especially for I.M.E..by Richaia
Crouse, Universitj of Delaware.'

\

1. Purpose, _

'es
a-

To describ/ the-design of .a fast-paced mathematiesjurriculum which
was established-to meet the needs of highly gifted junior high school
students.

o

2. Rationale
T .

Julian Stanley has sugg ested that "the highly able are the
'disadvantaged'group in schbols because they are almost'alwAys rossly
retarded in subject matte klacement"7 The subject 'matter.retaltdation can
have serious .effects on students' macheAtatical performance not only because
of failure to develop their talent but also throUgh the influence on students'
attitudes and aspirations toward mathematics. This program was based on the
assumption that if students with ability and interest in mathematics were
given the opportuOty to learn as fast as they could, their achievements
and satisfIctionwoul0 probably be apparent, .*

ti

fr`

a

3. Research Design and Procedure .,,

'el
.

,Iii

The,sample for t4heT.investigatfon was 33 students (29 ninth graders,
2"eighth graders,.1 seventh*grader and 1 .sixth grader) from Howard And ..

BaltimoreCounties'in Maryland. Theie'studets were selected from among
953 Maryland seventh; eigfith and under-age ninth graders- who snored in the
upper 2 pereeneop,s.tandarAzed mathematiCal or verbal reasoning aptitude
'tells. These students were then administered'both the mathematics and
verbal sections of the Schcilastictitude Test. It was decided that,

4

.

-.
those students who obtained a score of at least 500 on the-SAT-M and 400
on the SAT-V.would b'e ellgikle for a-class at Johns Hopkins University.
A sample of31 students .22 boys and 9 girls) was thus identified for the
class; 2 boys, tone ninth grader andOne sixth grader, were added later;

.

O
,

. . .....;

. , From June to Auggst 1973 etese 31 students pakticipated in an..,
Algebra II,class'for one-,pwa=hour period per.week. Four girls and` one

boy cho'se to drop out of the special-class at the end of tithe summer. ,..

At the end of thetAlgebra IL* 'segment of the clasS....: before Plane Gei;*try
was started, it wis decided to split the class into\..twd sections. Fi e 1 1
of the students needed more detai than was given, in_the_regular. c as .

These classes met for the. entire 1913-1974 year. During each class the
teacher introduced challenging material at a rapid pace. The material m

.

covered includld all o4 algebra II,,Prane Geometry and a large portion of
Algebra III. ,In AdditLen several students continued further with the
class and completed the four and one -half years of Pre-c'alculus mathematics:

. ..

'

.
4,
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&Levels of achieIeMdttt were measured using Cooperative Achievement
Mat'hematics Tests. In addition, the students were given a battery of
Cognitive and Vocational Interests'Tests. These included the Raven's
Progressive Matrices, Standard and.Advanced; Sequential Tests o Educational
Progress, Science; ReVised Minnesota Paper,Formboard Test, forms AA and CC;
Revised Scales from Holland's Vocational Preference Inventory; the Strong-
Campbell Interest Inventory and the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values.

Meads, standatd deViations.and pefcCtile ranks were reporeed:

4. Findings

-(a) In 108 hours of instruction, 28 students learned Algebra II and
Plane Geometry at a high level of, achievement. Algebra III.was completed
by 23 students and 13 boys successfully completed the four and one-half
years of pre - calculus mathematics.

.

a .../ ,

(b) Ail 28 students scored at the.85th percehile or higher on the'',

'>

natiolal high schOol norms as measured.by the 80-item ETS Cooperative
. . .

Mathematids Test in Geometry. Thus in 38.hours of instruction they exceeded ..
ft tottl score Tarried by 8.5 percent or more of the student's who had stud4ed

.
.P ne Geothetry for an entire school year.'

(c) Trigonometry was completed by 17 students yin 16 hours.'.The.meah
score for the group on the 40-item ETS Cooperative Mathematics Testtin

onometry was 2 . This was the,96th percentile ofsnational high school
s. No%studenf scored below the 76th '

The
Geom

71slo o

r

4

(d) ,Analytic Geometry was completed by 16 boys in 4 hours of instruction.
can score of this group on the Cooperative Mathematics Test in Analytic
try was 29, which was the 95th percentile of,national high school norm'S.
e scored below the 75th percentile. .

(e The majority of'the studehtslaund,the new class more productive,
more fuh, and 'more competitive.1 ,In regard 'to what the students likedCbest
-about the class; the students rated the teacher's teaching s le highest:)
The challenge of the mathematics taught and the students' f lings of -

r 'accomplishment rated next highest.

(h) On theAllport-Vernon-Lindzey Stftdy of Values, boys were signifi,7,
cantly higher (p < .001) than the girlson Theoretical and EconOttiid Values

'while the reverse was true on the Aesthetic, Social, and Religious,Vallies.

t

. , - CO, Qirls, scorad significantly lower than boys on
, SAT-M and on

. BenneWs'Mechanical.ippreherisioh.,Test; Form AA. ,

.
.

.
.

(g) BoyS were not significantly higher ,than*girls Oh the investigative
- (inquisitive and scientificdlly oriented)2-4011and Scales. However, girls

. were significantly,lawer (p < .01) than boys on science ahd mathemaics
interest scales as measured by the Strog-Campbeli'Interest fnventory scale,
but'girls were significantly higher (13 < ..001) than the'boys on the'sqcial

, .

serVice--interest scale. ,
. .

d

f
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5. Interpretations : ,
.

r

(a) In order to conduct a fast-paced mathematics class, careful
.

attention'must.be paid to; (1) identification of qualified students through
appropriately difficult tests of mathematical and non-verbal reasoning
(a Certain minimum degree of verbal mastery seemednecessary to learn

" mathematics at a rapid-fire pace); 2) the selection of a dynamic, bright,
assertive teacher who can *create an atmosphere of fun and productivity while
introducing challenging materials; And (3) voluntary participation by .the 4 z -
'students. It appears that once these considerations are met, the academic
and social aspects of such a class will proceed' unaturally"..

.

(b) From their SAT-M score it appeared that from the outset boys had
. More,matheMatical reagoning'ability than girls; even though a greater
percentage of girls than bo5ts had taken Algebra I already. It seems that
boys a ire some -of their mathdmatical skills from sources outside the
class oom.

(c) The 'higher scores of girls on the social-service interest scale-
may be of pr,actical ettUcationial significance.- Their high interests in ,. .

social sciences and mathematics in cobbinationWith their social-investigative
orientatiorli ,lead them into the teaching field,4dicine, ps3rchbiogy; or
similar careeli.On thd. otherhand, the boys were far-more scientifically.
oriented, pointing,to possible)qareers as scientists, mvhematiOians, or
,computer designers.

(d) An investigative'orientation toward pursuing, goals and choosing
activities ik'helpftill if one is-to survive in an investigative envirgriment.

° Thus placing a soc \ally (but not investigatively) oriented student in a

highly investigative envirodtheht may not allow for the effective uselof
the indiVidual's - talents. It is wor:W considering whether social classroom
environments should be constructed or the benefit of sot.ial7type students
and investigativeienvironments should be constru&ed fof those students
who can benecve froM them most.- This would imply,ConsiderabIe segregation
.by sex.

I

Critical Commentary /

.
E Mepting the needs of highly.gifted.stddents in mathematics via an

appropriate curriculum is an extremely impOrtant problem. This program is
cettainly'an interesting one that should stimulate both researchers and
classroompractitioners to emulate and/or refine the principles and
prictices'developed. The'predlctive potential of this program holds
considerle promise;, but only limited'generalizations and/or -interpreta-

. . tions can 'be made from this investigation. Any conclusions drawn and /or
'implications m6de-mush be tempered by the-following facts and guestions.°\

(7.The authors report, that the material covered included all of//Algebra II,

. .

Plane Geometry, Al:Elibra III,.et cetera. However, what does this mean? .

. :glactiy what was iTchided-in AlgOra III? It would have been clearer if .

, -:

the autilbrs described .the material covered by listing the k .ropics included.

O i "Not all tests were described in detail; in particular, no reliabilities

f:
were repoi.ted for the Cooperative Achievement Mathematics Tests which we're

t A !t
./

. *

f. 13 1Q
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iuied to,measure levels of achievement. It haa;been this,readeris experi6nce
that these_tests have low ceilings, thusraiging the question of-'just how .

well or'how much these studtnts reallY:did learn. Several improi7eMent's in ,

this investigation could. have been made, such as including a. pre- dnd'liObt-

s
tes

,

t cdmponent 'for each subject which could have proyided yaluablebaselite. j
was well as ,change data. Retention tests might also provide usefulnformatione

.
1, .

The authors report'that "the teacher's style and ability are vital to ,.
.

4,thesuccess of sued a program ". \This conclusion may indeed betrue but
further data or-experimentations are needed to sUbstantiaie this claim. , -

,.
It wouldbe interesting td'investigite'whet-her these students could IldVe.

.

learned the same material with another teacher witha different teaching 4 . ',

style or by independent study with appropriate mathematics material.:,
.

%

. . - 4,
-

.:, ,

..

In general this reporOs clearly written. H.bwever, the authors could
nave.donea better job organizingorganzin4 the matbrj.al. It would have been
betterto describe theleyels ofachievement of the students immediately

,

after thd descriPtion of the program'instead ofbeing;separated, by a discussion,
ofoognitive and vocational interests hegts. Trying to Tigure out which

' students were iritwhichelass:at What time was also quite confusing. ittn ,

. spite of, these minor criticism's, this report is 'ceitainly/ooethdt should
be read. Its potential for meeti,pg, the .needs of _highly gifted mathediatics

)0studentalig,constderable , - - , V
,

, 1111

, ;.
t
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...t. SPECIAL FAST7M4THEMATICS 'CLASSES TAUGHT BY COLLEGE P1PFESSORS TO FOURTH ,.

THROUGH TWEL7TH GRADERS:'. Stanley, Julian C. In Intellectual Talent:
Research' addeDevelo'pment. Edited by Daniel 1). Keating. Baltimore, -

Maryland: Johns Hopkins University. res. s , 1976, pp13.2-159. '.

:. s ,

, Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially' for I'..M.E. by Arthur F.
Coxford, 'Thd' University of Michigan.

. .

... , . _.
#

.
.

.

1. Purpose ,
g.

.
.

(a) To develop and evaluate, wi&in a single school, a 'program. for
teaching algebra to mathepatibally at students eaAlier and faster ssthan
uaual. s

.
1.

. s :

(b) To apply' the' fast- mathematics teaching technigUes to supplementing
calculus instructiot for apt -studentd in order to improve performance on
the BC Level Advanced Placement PThgram examination.

2. Rationale

.
. r ,

The author aud, his colleagues have illustrated the effectiveness of

P.r.....P&kN,
sPdcial- fast-paced mathematic instruction for extremely, a hematiCs .

students ni sit:ea:dons which drew- students ,from large 'population . Such
'popUlation%%ontained a relatively large number of talented mathematics

.......,estudent4 1U.,a local` single school building, the number: of talented
students is sigdificantly less. Thus,, the participants in SIMPI% (Study of

'
Mathemat*lly,, Frecocious Youth) wished 'to test their procedures under th'
more.difficult conditions existing in a single building. That is, they.

.

wished to determine whether, the principles and practices 'developed in
semi-laboratory settings could be used under more typical school cpnditions.

' -/: . .

, . .

3. Research Design and Procedure '

The schbol used to test the fast-mathematics prOcedurd for teachings
eigebva'enrolled 67 fourth-, , 63 fifth -,,68 sixth-,, 370 ,seventh-, anA 360

:eighth-grade students. An initial screening of four*-- _throigh seventh-
..

grade students Was done by examination Of scores on-the arithmetic
.

reasoning section.of the Iadva Tests of basic Skills achivement battery.
A sliding, scale?was used.' Wenty7th'ree girls and 17 boys were identified.

. These students Were given the, Academic, Promise Test (APT) and Raven's
Standa-rd -Progressive Mattices i(SPM) on consecutive days. The tubtests
Numerical (N), Verbal v) ,. Abstract Reasoning (AR), and Language. Usage
.(LU) of APT W. ereNused to select students. This krocedure produced 12

. , . girls for an ,all -girls class and 12 boys for an all-boys ,class. Seven
girls were in grade 7 and 5 in grade 6. ''Six boys were in grLe' 7, 3 in
grade 6, 2 in grade -5, and 1 in graA 1.6'. \ All were highly- talented .

. ,.."mathematics students. . , ek . , .2-

.......... The procedure cailled for the boys to be taught by aman a d the -14\ ,..

/
girls by a woman. The . tegthing in the classes was .to be fast no pacing

:'

4 6
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. 7...,
adjustment yeas ailowed,for,students lagging behind -; rattler the students

were to, fill gaps by completing carefully designed homework. The standarde
were -high and the teacher was bright rand alert wIth:Mathematical background
well beyond the level taught,. The two classes%dgCh met for a two -hour
block each week. In each slabs, as.totai of 37 limirs,ef instruction wad.'

^ provided before. giving ETS-Cooperative Algebra f.test in June 197'..i.

.

. . .

The same,s*tudentsWere to resume fast - algebra- study in FA11.1974.,

II.wever;-due to avariety of factors only 51;oyS and 9 girls continued,
and thy were Put in a'. single class. These 14 students participated in

.
.

24 additional hours ,of ,fast - Algebra I study'and were retested. Following
thiS'test, the class studied fast - Algebra II and were given the Cooperative
Algebra'II4test in March 1975 and again in_, June. .

... 1 .
.

/

The fast-supplementary calculus teaching worgbegat in September 1974.
.

The class was composed-ofstudents studying regular calculus in school.
The teaching took place on Saturdays for wo hours. ,lhe purpose was' to

. prepare for the BC.Level Advanced Placement Eitaminetk6n in calculus.
,Fifteen boys participated initially,on a volunteer basis., Thirteen

.

continued until February 1975, at which time the completed the Cooperative
, Calcidus test. The same test was administered againiin May 1975 and all' (

thirteen completed the BC Level AdVanced Placement Calculus 'Test A .May 13,
'- 1975.

4. Findings

.

. For the fast- Algebra I clliss tested in June 4974, 7 of 21 scored at
or below, the 49th percentile rank on national eighth-grade norms, 6 scored

I.
at-or.above the 90th percentile, and 8 scored between these extremes.

- -..

When compared with 66 eighth-grade Algebra I students (al 18% of the 360,
eighth-grade.stildents), they fast-algebra I students fared as follows: . I

5 scoffed higher than any of the 66, and all scored higher than twenty- !

three (35%), of the 66 eighth;graders.
\ ., . .

Of the 14 continuing fast-Algebra I students taking an alternate
form'of the Cooperative Algebra I test, 50% scored on the 90th percentile
or ebOve.after 24 additional hours of tast-Algebr4 I. In March 1975,

' eleven of the,13,c9ntipuing.fast:Algebra II studelits took a form Of the

MI,
Cooperative 'Algebra II `rest; the other form was given in June 1975. In f

M.4rch nearly 50% scored 'at or above the 79th peicentile on national norm-
' '

. 0

For the fast - calculus' supplementary teaching-class,"the results on/
Ie Cooperative Calculus Test 6.veWIn February 1975 showed only 2 of l.

l
S oring belOw the 90th percentile for national, high school norms and /

showed no one belpw bhe 90th percentile in national college norms. Two
of these students were in grade 9, 7 In grade 10, one in grade 11, and/

-. 3 1m grade 12. In" the May administrati)on of the alternate form of the
CoOpefttive Calculus test, all 13 students scored at or abode the 994'
percentile for national collei-e-ribrms. In the AP Level BC calculus*
examination, 9 students earned a 5 rating, 3 earned a 4 rating, and 1
had a 3 rating.

16
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Interpretations .

. ,

, .

. / . . -,

In regard to the-fast-algebra I and II in
4

a
.

*single large school, the
author concludeS:

,

(

the-43st importaht factorsthat produce results. . . seem
to be as follows: a teacher who knows, mathematics well, is
enthusiastic, has high, standards,, and moves the group fast; ''.
students .7110 have considerable mathematical and verbar ap...tude;
as determined by stin'dardized tests, and are'fairly,homogeneo0
in these respects but not necessarily alike in grade placement
or chronological age; interest in learning mathematics 'quickly
'and, w6ell

'
whidE (especially =tong girls) does not always

accpmpanyaptitUde; facilitatilie parents whQ value the unusual
edaafional opportunity the special class represents and
therefqre encourage their childrento do well, and, helpful school
personnel who do not try to obstruct progress because they feeel
threatened lby it.

Brall-criteria the course wes. a resounding success. In just
30 two -hour supplemental meetings with Dr. MCCoart these-able A

young mem fearned-c6Ilege trAlculus I and .II splendidly, and a
great deal `of calculus' III also.'

' The author concludes in general that the results of the.fast-mathematics
instruction imply that thee type of class, homogeneity!of student, And equalipy

.

of instruction are vital considerations for learning. "In far fewer hours
the students:,. .have learned far'more Mathematics well than they would have
in a regular classroom. . ." one or more years later. Finally, the author
suggests that tie techniques used in fast- mathematics - 'classes may be appli-
cable for other subjects in other schoo4s,,andthAt until these classes
are instituted the intellectually gifted students-". . .will,for the,modt
part continue to get little that effectively meets their real intellectual
needs".

Critical Commentary.

There is'no doubt 'that some extremely-able y9ungsters attained high
levels of.pathematical achievement in Algebra I and in Algebra II at.young
ages: It is also true' that a significant part of the students did not.

the.program Whether or'Uot thq.sime'yOungsters would have
learned more or less under a"different procedure has not been answered
in this report. Also the'issue of whether th re more effective ways
to attain better results with the "also able" outs has similatly
gone unanswered.

/
In a sense the report i.reries a tautology: Those who can learn

under certain c nditions do so. Now that the author and his colleggues
have illustrated 's tautology, it would to extremely worthwhile to
vary their procedures in order to try to reach more of the able youngsters
they so obviously wish to educate. For example, the results of the
Algebr,a II co- educational class were quitgood. Does this not suggest

1
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that teaching si6gle-sex groups may not be necessary? And what about the
,pacing? ft wat not made clear how fast was "fast". Can the 'pace be varied

to obtain Setter results for more of the talented students?

hath regafd to the supplementary teaching of calculus, let At be
noted-that 30 two-hour extra sessions is 60 hour's of,insttuction.
Sixty hours of,instruc4on is what a college student gets in a 15-week, .

4-hour course. 4 Thus it'ls not surprising that these very. able sLdents
did Well on a test of two semesters of calculus having `S..tudied calculus
'for a imeequivakentto threq,-semesters. / '

.0m3:

In gen eral' the author seeltt.to be crusading for his brand.0 "fast
math" I would suggest that he consider it as one approach and examine
theksitiv.e effects (as was'dohe, in this article) and the negative effects.
Forexample, were there any ill'effects for -those students who could not
veep up?' Before exporting thisprocedure to other areas, the author
should experimentally verify that.the'features he thinks vital actually

'are, for it may be that the highly abl;e will respond to any .stimulating
learning environment,, not just this particular one.

4
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SEX DIOEREMC4 IN MATHEMATICAL PRECOCITY: BRIDGING THE GAF. Fox, Lynn H.

In Intellectuar.TAlent: Research and Development. Edited by Daniel P.
Keating. plate, Maryland: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976, pp183-214.

Expanded Abstract and Ana.lysis Prep4red Especially for. I.M.E. by Peggy A.

Mousse, University of Minnesota.

1. ,Purpose' .
.

* _

The investigator hoped to accelerate by one year the mathematics pro-

gram bf)tpight seventh-grade-girls by having them,stUdy Algebra I for
three months in a specie; summer cle4sdesfgned to fciouson the girl's'
social interests. - , . ' 4 '. -

2. Rationale

It is generally recognized that there are sex diffe5ences in,alierage

mathematical aptitude and achieviment among adolescents and adults..
Previous research by the Study of Mathematically Pretocious'Youth'SMPY)
'Shoi4ed bdys to be more successful,thanlirls(in accelerating their, mathe-
matids learning through special out-of-school. mathematics courses. The

investigator hypothesizdd that the girls' Inor limited success may rest on

' two factors: first, the SMPY class,'taught y a mare ex-physicist, was

theoretical while -the girls were social by ature and'did not -like the

classroom atmosphere or.ihe required'inclependent study;and, second, the
program did not attempt to emphasize the'relevance of mathematical 'study

to the educational and career goals of ,the girls. An underlying assumption
bf the present study was that if one is to succeed in a mathematics-relAted
field, then at an early age one must recognize the possibility of career
success in that field aqd must begin to aipire,positively toward dev<oping

onejs talents. The special olas's was desAsned to agpeal'to the girls,: -
social interests as a mean& of_acceleratiliktheir achievement in mathematics.

'3. Research Design and Procedure.

Seventh-grade girls from BaltimOre County, Maryland, who scored 370

or above on the SchOla4tic Aptitude Test-Mathematics (SAT-M) during SMPY's

1973 Talent Starch were invited to participate in the experimental class.
Invitations went to 32 girls seIected,on the, above criteria and 'to tro

othersorefetred for, other reasons. Twenty-sixes acceped antenrolled in

the class; 18 completed the program. For each girl who accepted, two

'control Ss, ope girl and one boy, were selected from among the,remaining
SMPY contestents. Control subjects were matched on mathematical ability
(SAT-M), verbal ability (Scholastic Aptitude Test - Verbal,. SAT -V), educationl

A
level of mother, and education and occupation of father. An analysis of

imyiance.showed ihe three groups to be.signkficantly different (p < .01)-
"owSAT-M, and Tukey comparisons of the differences between Means indicated
that the boys scored higher than girls in both experimental (p < .01).and

control (p < .05) groups, However, the decis.ion was made to accept the

boys as the best control group available. The groups were not significantly

different on the other variables. Mothers' eduction was hypothesized, to

19
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be related to the expectations which .they 161d fdr their daughters. No
rationale was given for ttp. inclueion of.fathers? education and occupation

. .

as variables.

' Experimental Ss studied Algebra I jot' three months during late spring
and early summer of 1973, meeting 4proximately four hqurs pv week.
Control Ss topk.AigebraI in regular schoolc.lasses during 073-74. 'No

information is given about the distribution of the control subjects i
Baltimore County schools 'or about the .nature of either their.Algebra I
classes o the teachers of these classes. None of the subjectS,had,studied

"\ Algebra I in seventh grade. A.pretest 'of Algebra I using the Cooperative
Mathematics (COOP) 'Test, Form A, showedno kignificant differences among
the three groups on knowledge, of Algebra I Prior to the experimental class.

t

The'experimental class was taught by three women. No.further informa-
tion islifen about the teachers. The class was organiZed around small-

,group and individualized instruction and was condvcted informally, With a
stress on cooperative rather han competitiVe activities. Whenever
possible and appropriate,'ted.chers emphasized) ways in which mathematics
could be used to solve social problems. No information is provided on
the number or frequency%of these talks,' on the background of the speakers,
or on the apProach used inaddressing the girls. Finally, efforts were
madeto develop the study habiteand skills pf the experimental Ss by
strongly encouraging them to read their mathematics texts, to use the
,test as a resource, and to set and meet selflIMposed deadliness How
these efforts were carried out is not described.

Three questions were addressed in the stud;': Was an emphasis on
social interests effective in recruiting girlto participate in the
accelerated programs? To what degree did the girls master Algebra I in
the accelerated program? Did the program actually accelerate the progress
of the girls intheir studies of mathematics in school?

4. Findings

Experimental Ss were compared with girls in twoprevious mixed-sex
SMPY classes (SMPY-J, SMP,y -II) for recruitment and dropout rates. The
acceptance rate of girls invited to the all-girl class was higher than
for girls invited to either SMPY-I o SMPY -II. No indication is given k

to the statistical significance of ON difference. Further, the cr eria
for selection, differed among the three classes. The dropout rate wa
abOet the same as,Vor SMPY-I and''lower than for SMPY-II.- Again, the
statistical siinificapce of the differences is not reported. The 18
girls who completed the program were reported to be more interested in
investigative careers and to have liking for mathdmatics than
the eight who dropped out, but th?

l
'report does not specify what instruments

were used to obtain these ratings of attitude and career interest. Neither
d9es it report the reliability or validity characteristics of the instruments.
Other differences (girls who dropped out tended to come from homes where
one or both parents were college graduates) are reported but not interpreted.

The'18 who cokpleted the program were tested in July 1973 using Form A
of an Algebra I to t. The reference to the Algebra I test is not wlicit,

, .
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but-it appear to refer to 'the COOP test used earlier as a pretest.. The A
mean score of 30.,6' was at the 89th qaercentile Of national dinth-grade' '' i.,

--J.

. norms. Exkrimedlal and control subjects were retested in January l'974"
, ' using.the COOP Algebfa 'I, Fofm 4: Scores ff.* 23 matched triads were .

.

Analyzed ufing an-analysis.of covariance{ with premeastres of SAT-.1,7,- ..
,

. ir/
SAT-M,,and algebra achieveme,nt (COOP'Algebra I,-VorM A) as 'doli.afigtes,

,

The difference in performance among the three groups on 'tbre tests of
algebra knowledge was significant (p 4 .001);. Tukey comparisons of the
diff rgnees between means showed the .experimestal Ss to be significantly

Mkt 'highe (p < .005) than either control group. "The control groups* were not
. 1iigni icantly different. .These 'comparisons treated the entire experimental

i,
group (11 =.23) without distinction between those who completed and_those

,who did not complete, the program, At the time Of testing id January,
1 . ,

control Subjects were enrolled in regular Algebra-I classes in their
"respective schools; experimental 'Ss who had completed the program were

enrolled in Algebra II or were:repextiftg,Algebrd I. The mathematics program
of experimental Ss who dropped-the,course is not reported:-

°

t

Eleven girls comp leted Algebra II during the year following the
experimental course, nine of-them receiving grades of Zvor B. Reasons why
others did not complete Algebra II are compilex and'primarily related -4o

difficultieg with administra'tors,i ,teachers,, and V.,ounselors in the hoMe
schools. A sssalge factor may.haIN been that the criterion forsuocese.in
Algebra I (65th percentile on rth-grade national norms) was not hig1i
enough.

5. Interpretation-

It poisible to motivate mathematically talented girls to attend /a \
special accelerated program when social aspects of the program are emphasized.

is also.possible,to teach them AlgebraI in less time than the typical'
school Year. It'is stilL difficult, however, to accelerate their progress
in sbhoor:' 'Further, the impact of accelerated programs appears° less
successful for bright girls.thA for bright boys.
4

Research is needed to investigate the impact of learner style and
interests on achievement when aptitude -is relatively constants Research

'Ialso is needld to investigate the nature and causes of sex differenbes in
' mathematical atill4,ty, particularly at higher levels of achievement. Comparisons

should be matte' between accelerated programs and programs which supplement tradi-
tional classes with career educationcomponents'and between sex-segregated
classeand interest- (but not sex) segregated classes.

Critical Commentary

The investigation calls attention to two areas of significance in
mathematics education :the needs to develop the mathematical abilities
of the gifted and to encourage girls to pursue mathematics. Efforts to
find viable alternatives far the educationof gifted girls need co be
encourage d.and supported.

°
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,While it raises some iiportant questions in these areas, the stddY_
as reported here cannot be considered an experiment. Questions must be
raied about the investigator's attempt's to compare nonequivalent groups.

'Mcist TIAtionahle is the attempt to compare experimental and witrol
O groups on Algebra I achievement at a time (January) whei-control,subjects.
^ ' would have been in

if
themiddle of their Algebra I courses while most .

experimental subjects 1)ad completed Algebra I and an additional half-year
of study at or beyond that-level.

..,

There tec:further difficulties in interpreting the iesults and con-
clusions because needed information is not reported. Other questidhs
arise from des* eonsiderations': two girls were included in theosknple
,for reasons other than the stated seleNon criteria; it appears that them

,,

same instrument-was used as bAlh,pretest and posttest to measure Algebra I
.

. achievement; retest scores of lgebra I were analyzed for experimental
Ss'withoutdifferentiatingbetween Illosewho'Completed tfie program and

.

those who dropped; some subjects we allowed to take the January test -,.

at different times and under different test conditions.
, .

.

Variable's are suggested, but their relationship to the study is net
- clear. Experiences of girls in the SMPY classes were cited to suggest
the need to focus,_on the social interests of girls, but other factors
(teachet male, teacher an ex-physicist; course theoretical, indepe4den.t
study required; et cetera) are not systematically controlled. Variables
introduced into the experiental program (female teachers, more than one
teacher, outside speakers, informal class organizaition, attention to study-
skills, et cetera) are not measured or evalubted for their effect on
AcRiievement or acceleration..-It also,appears that no attempt was made to

.
, ontrol these variables for subjects in the control,groupsv
. - , ,,- _

The Study does provide evidence that under certain cppditions, talented
girls can learn algebra in a, brief petiodloftime. It is hol3etlevit future
studie&Will be designedto identify and investigate those conditions which
contribute significantly to that success. However, this reviewer would
find it impoSsible.eo replicate tile.study as reported here because of
the many unknownd ingoicated.above.

. .
,

.
-g..

'
,

Two :additional' questions, must be raised: first; the study seems to
assume that acceleration in 'mathematica. is the most desirable outcome
for mathemtiCally gifted girls. This aStsumptiOn isiften to challen0. .

Second, the study rests on the assumptkon`that the key In motivating thee
girls-Ea succeed and accelerate inbathematics,is through ,emphasis 9n
their carevointerests. However, it isrldt, at all clear that seventh -
grade stUdents are highly,metivated by career gals. To edit- theoubject
which of several careers she of he would. prefericn suggest career
PieferencesAt does not necessarily folklow that the subject is conscious
oPor'motivated by those preferences. This assumption needs,..beveseigatiOn.

f ...- r

s.;...'
- Jk niflcait contribution which the study makes is tovcall attention

to the problems encountered when the investigator'soukhe to make.provisions,

fi

for the advanqed plajcement of,4he exp

r
imental Sg. .The,negative attitudes'

of teachets, counselors, and principa 4;and extremely disconcerting and
,

-therserve to emphasize the urgeni need not only for imire,fesearch but.
.

.. -
, .
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also for major changeS in the attitudes A educators toward_the gifted

and in
.
their prioritiei for meeting the educational needs of this portion

o4the school population. a
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EDUCATORS' STEREOTYPES OF..MAT EMATICALLY GIFTED BOYS. Maier, Richard J.;
SolanO, Cecilia H. do Inte- lectual Tale : Research and Develo ment.
Edited by Daniel P. fegtip,g,,,, Baltimore, Maryland:- Johns Hopkins University
Press, 1976, pp21*22.,

Expanded, Abs'tract/and AnalysisPrepar d pecially for I.M.E. by
Thomas R. Post, University of Minneso

' 1. Purpose

Previous experiences of the SMPY(Study of- Mathematically Precocious Youth,
originated in 1971 at Johns Hopkins University under the direction of_JulianC.-
Stanley) indicate that a negative stereotype of the gifted child exists in
academic circles. This survey explores the preyalence and content of stereo-
types of gifted male students in two groups' of educators, one unfamiliar
with a specific'grOup Of'grft14 students, the other Tersonaliy`familiar
with these mathematically precocious youth. Identification of the nature
and extent of this stereotype is-the primary focus nf this paper.

2. Rationale,

The success .and continuation of programs designed for exceptionally
gifted students is dependent ta.alarge extent on the approval and coopera-
tion of principals, teachers, guidance counselors, and other schobl officials.
Resistance to implementation of spcialized prograMs for the gifted is some-
timessubstantiated on grounds of lack of money, difficulties with bureaucratic
channels, scheNIing problems, and existence,of adequate,programs for enrich-
ment. Although these factors undoubtedly contribute to such reluctance, it
easo appears.that-an undertone of negativismpervades some thinking about
'gifted students.: The attitudes or streotypes that educators hold toward
gifted students are critically impoMnoe. Unfounded negative stereotypes
can needlessly impede efforts made on behalf of such students. Although-
it has, been shown repeatedly that negative stereotyped of ,the gifted have
little empirical basis, there exists some evidence that such negativt

' stereotypes continue, to exist.

3. , Research. Design' and Procedure

.TWo hulOred principals, teachers, and guidance counselors from.50
public junlor high schools in-Pennsylvania were selected to represent a
population of educators having no prior contact with the Study of
,Mathematically Precocious Youth (SMPY). An attempt was made to select
schools from-those counties in Pennsylvania whose dembgraphic characteristics
were similar to the counties in Maryland in which smpy high scoretsattend
school. principals Of selected sehoOls were asked to disseminate survey
materials to-one male and one female mathematics teacheri one guidanCe
counselor, and hitn- or herself. .4

Each of the, four educators, in each school received a form containing '

case descrivtions, which .briefly described four "real" boys identified vy
a

;

S
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the-SMPY as mathematically gifted, Each form contained descriptions of
three gifted and one exceptignally sifted student. These de%criptions
were neutrally worded.and.inclUdedtest scores, cocege courses taken, and
grades received. Nine Such descriptions of gifted udents were'prepared.4

ee additjonalboys who were described ffs exceptionally gifted were' ..

also "written up." : The twelve descriptions were randomly assi4ned to-one ' '

of three forms. Forms Were subseqdently sent to a randOmIy selected third
.

of the schools contacted alon with an attitude measure consisting of

CS.4

150 personality-releyant-adjec ives, both positive (i.e., active, adaptable,...
wise) and negative (i.e_., of bted, aloof,...whiny) in nature. Survey .4 '

participanti were-instructed to read the case descriptio4sand then check
those adjectives which he or she thought applied to the group of gifted
boys. "The-Pennsylvania sample thirefore represegted a population of .

educators who described mathematically highly talented boys on the basis
of little or no direct experience with such students." i"-----

- .

_ 4 4-
These data were compared to data from a Sample of tea4hers, guidance

zz.
counselors, an principals of 46 SMPY high scorers. This group ins referred)
to as the MaryIant educators., .The same checklis-f was completed but with
reference,tolthe specific student of his/her acquaintance."

Scores from both groups were standardized and individual's were
subsequently flassified as holding -agb-sttive or negative- stereotype toward
gifted students; positiye if the standard' score on the fay.orable.,_sea1-e,
exceeded the.score on the unfavorable scale and negative if. ttie reverse
were true.

w

4. Findings'

The frequency of negative stereotypes was ,toe higher among
Pennsylvania educators than Maryland educators. Neg44ze stereotypes are-
more commOn'with educators unfamiliar with such stud t,s han with those
havelg hid personal experience with gifted-boys. Fifty-two percent of thd
Pe* sylvania educators surveyed held negative stereotypes, of mathematically.
gi ed boys. The same was true for 32% of the Maryland educators.

4
The percentages of negative stereotype educators checking each of the .

150 adjectives were calculated. Higher percentages of endorsement on
favorable as tampered to unfavorable adjectives was observed. The authors
concluded that thereekists more agreement on the favorable attributes of
gifted,stUdepts lhan on.the unfavorable attributes. Even educators holding
negative attitudes endorse many 'favorable adjectives. This wes,true in ,

all groups .

The Pennsylyania'educators (those not personally familltar with specific
- SMPY students) have hither.percentageS of endorsement on both favorable and
unfavorable adjectives,when contrasted to their Maryland counterparts.

A large degree
specific adjectfves
were: alert ,(96%),

the most frequently
argumentatiye (43%),

. , /
/

of .consistency with res'pect-to,the endorsement of
was observed. ;The mist popular favqrable adjectives

checRed unfavbrable descriptors were: opinionated (44%),

inceqigent (95%), capable (94%), and akitious (1%);

impatient (38%),' and egotistical (36%). .

, \ .
A .

r,
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5. r Interpretations
IT

. ? .

AlthOugh many educators held negative stereotypes, theseare neither
'extremely hostile nor derogatory and may have some basis in fact. Since,
familiarity appears to mitigate-negative opinions, the negative,stereptypes

.are likely to be.troublesome but temporary obstacles `in faciligalpg
the education.of gifted boys.

No sug gestions for further research wire made.'

-CriticA Commentary
4r.

It is difficult for this reviewer to ;react initially to the findings
df this survey because of a number of. procedural and design questions
which cast, some doubt as to the'Validity of the findings. The questiofi of
va ty of.the direct comparison of Pennsylvania and Maryland teachers
needs u er consideration. 1

Why...did the authors choose to identify populations of educators i
two different states? Such. geographically ohveiAe populations might Ay
welljiave,large-scale, "a priori" attitudinal differences. ingrained ptirhaps.
due to region,,educational climate, or a number of other uncontrollable or
unidentftied variables. Such differences might invalidate comparisons,
even though an attempt was made by the authors to match counties on the
basis of demographic variables. Would it not have bean better for Compari-
son,purposes to select subjects from the same geographic location, ideally
at the school level? Given /such discrepancies as might exist in the .

yennsylvania and Maryland populations, it would have bedh desirable to
establish that Ss in both groups were IN fact comparable in theirprofessional
perspectives except for.the fact that one group had prior extensive experience
with mathematically gifted boys. This was not done.

16nsyivinia and MAryll'Ild educators Were' given different directions
prior to responding to the adjective checklist (ACL). The Pennsylvania
group was asked to "check those adjectives, on the ACL which'he thought )

applied to the group of gifted boys" described by the four case summaries!
These four summaries-varied in length from two to six sentences, obviously
an extremely small data-base from which to'forMUlalt'a glqbalized opiniOn
of mathematically gifted-jittl.,The Maryland group, on the other.hand,

.

was asked to check "those 'adjectives that were descriftive of the specific
student of his or her acquaintance." The validity of observed differences
is suspect given the differential stimulus conditions at the time of
"testing".

4

The authors further assume that "the Pennsylvania sample represented e

a population of educators who described mathematically highly ielanted
boo on the basis of little Or no direct experiente withsuch students."

-The authors provided 'no evidence'that this Assumption had been further
substantiated. Is it reasonable to"assume that mathematically gifted boys
exist only 'in Maryland? .

The.-ACL scores were standardized, 'by converting obtained"raw scores
Using "adult-normative data in the manual." It is not clear to this

4P 26
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reviewer'hout suthnormatilie data could have been developed and/or could

5 , .

be useful unless the specific prompt use .e., mathematically gifted boys,
is identified with.te.specific norms, such was the case, it was not
iexpl4citly.s.tated.

14,

The mariner used to identify-positive. and' negative stereotypes seemed '

to lack precision'. In reality the difference between being classified as
hay.ing a positive or negative_st4fe-ot2 could have been the difference
between the S checyingot'not checking a single adjective. Such classifi-
cation is therefore pftentially spurious. An alternative would have been .
to estabitaii some percentage differential hetweeh the number of favorable
and unfavorable.respOnses as aperequisitt for classification. Such a
procedure would Undoubtedly resulq.in a'nymber of midrange individuals who

, would not be classifia4le in either the po itive or negative 'category, but
the remaining persons would have expressed 1 ar-cut attitudes toward
the population question. Such a procedure would serve to reduce the.
number of classificatipn errors.

The actual results obtairied in .this survey are,quiteidisconcerting
'to this reviewer if it is assumed for the moment that the issues addressed
above have not, in any way had an influence on the validity of.the data.
,For example, it 'would be appalling if'in reality 527.of educators who have
not had direct contact,, and 32% of educators who have had direct contact
with gifted youth,'have predominantly negative attitudes toward them.

. Such a findingif-Aali40 wou d indeed Kaye tremendous implications for
the educatjn and 're-eduCatio of school personnel. Clearly, as the
authors Indicate, the attitud s of educators toward a specific student
populat4n will play a crucial role in the effectiveness of programs
designed for that population. If educators do in fact hold large-scale
negative attitudes toward die'gifted, as this study implies, a more precise

' understanding of those attitudes would provide a knowledge or conceptual
V-base from which subsequent investigations might be launched. More research

ins
,

needed.,
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CAREE-RELATED INTERESTS OF ADOLESCENT BOYS AND GIlt.LS.,/ Fox, Lynn; H.;

Pasternak., Sara R.; and Peiser, Nancy,L. In IntellectUal-Talent:1
Research and Development. Edited by .Daniel P. Keating. Baltimore,
Maryland: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976,, .pp2427261.

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared EsPecially,for I.M.E. by John C.
Peterson, The Ohio State University.

1. Purpose'

A

To obtain mote information concerning the interests and career choices
. of seventh-grad 'boys and girls of high ability who were matched on mathe:-

matical aptitude , verbal aptitudes, aft4 sociometric level. '

2. 'Rat onale

Cognitive ability and personal.jnterests and values are important
psychological4actors. ,Previous research by one of the authors indicated
a relationship between extremely high cognitiveability, values, scientific
interests, and career Choices of young adolescents. Results of other
studies indicated a relationship between masculine interests,' scientific
career choices, and achievement in mathematics. Another study has shown
that highly precocious boys (scores of,640 or higher on the SAT -M) showed
a geater inieiegt (as measured by the Allioet-Vernon-Lindzey Study of

..4
Values) in investigative careers and theoretical values than less preco-
cious boys or g'rls.

I

3. Research. Design and, Procedure

' Three matched groups of.equal size (n = 26) and cognitive ability
were formed: One e)eperimental group of girls, one control group of girls,
and'one control group of boys. All students were gifted seventh graders
in the upper two percent of their grade level-on the Iowa Test of Basic
Skill.

J

The two matched contrOl'groupswere.used fbr the first part of.this
1F'*4tudy. The career interests of these-26 boys and 26 girls were compared

with each other and with those-of 75 ninth-grade boys and 75 ninth-grade
.

girls frbm twq junior)ighschools and for whom surtimary data were,already..
. available. Interests were measured using the Strong.-Campbell Vocational

Interest Inventory (SCII). The ninth graders are referred to as the average
adolesdents and theseventh graders the gifted adolescents.

-- Scores from the SCII arerepbrted in three ways. Part Two, the Basii,
Interest Scales; which Show the consistency of ones_ interests in 23
Specific areas, were the main criteria used in this study. These 23 scales

'1 are grouped into six General Occ4ational Themes.: Realistic, Investigative,, ,
Artistic, Social, Enterprising, And Coeventional. A score above 50 on any
of the 23 scales indicates aboveraverage interesc for.th particular
thete. -An individual's' interests are welldiffekentia d if he or sh
earns high scores in numerous unrelated areas. Such differential prd ill

.,

are not uncommon among adolescents. e

.

k
,
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1

.s
Students, in the three seventh-grade groups were asked

'occupations on a seven -point sCale- of 16 adjective pairs i
A semantic differential, called 4a "See Myself Scale." .,The e

selected"consisted of:four typipally female occupations.4
professorof English, and.elementary-school teacher) and
male occupations (physician, professor cif science,Imathem
computer programmer):

-
4. Fi d S '

to rate eight'

the form of a
ght occupations
memaker, nurse,
ur pritharily

titian, and

Th girls in 'the gifted groups scored above ,a mean f 50 for 17 of
the 23 *nterest scales; the boys. in the gifted, group sco ed above 50 for
nine o' the interest scales. The girls scored above 5111, on every scale.

except mechanical activities (Realistic) and the five E terprising scales
(publi speaking, sales, law/politics, merchandising, d business
manageuent3. The boys scored above 50 on all the Realistic scales except
natur and all the Investigative scales except medical service. The boys
score below 50 on all the Artistic scales, the Conventional scale, and
all t e Social and Enterprising scales except athletic. (Social) and
publi - speaking (Entarprising).

./An analysis of variance of the two groups on:the 23 scales showed the
-sex' ifference was significant (p < .05), as were the differenceS of iat-
ing en the interest scales (p < .001) anckthe interac ion of Sex and
int:rest scales (p <

T ey tests of mean comparisons showed that the girls scored signifi-
c- y-higher than the boys on the following interes scales:_ domestic
ar s, art, social service, music/dramatics,teachnt:,writing, nature, '0
of ice practice (p < .005), religious-activity (p < .01), and iedical
sei ice (p < .05). The boys scored significantly gher than' the' girls

mechanical activitiesand science (p < .005).

The students inthe sample Of average adolesc nts were almost two
rades.older than the gifted sample. The basic in erest scale scores_of
heaverage.groups were lower than those of the gifted group on'most

- tales, especially the scientific and artistic on s. The average ninth-
grade girls scored above 50 .on only nine of the 2 interest scales as e
compared.with 17 for the gifted seventh-grade gi s. The ninth-grade .

boys scored above 50 on only live of the scales, as compared with nine. for
-' the gifted seventh-lgrade boys. The'ninth-grade :ixls scored higher than

the ninth-grade boys on the fdelowing scales: eonsac arts, offiie
practice, social service, art, medical'sery ce, mu ic/dramatics, and'

, nature. The boys scored higher on the follo n: -tales: mechanical
activities, adventure, Military activities, an. science. '

All three groups of seventh graders were used in the secohd part of
the study. For the semantic differential,, three groups were used--two
groups of girls and:one group of boys.- IV mean ,score of 64 indicatessa
neutral position with respect to that career; 'a score above 64 is con-
sidered positive. Group II girls rated all eight of the occupations
above 64. Group I girls rated all occupations except nurse above '64.
The boys rated all Qccupations except nurse, homemaker, and professor of
English -above'64. In'an ANOVA of ratings of the,eight careers by the

c
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three groups, the carders were rated significantly different (p (1, .001),
there were significant differences'between 'the groups (p < .05), and, the
interaction of groups and careers was also significant (p < .001).

/

Tdkey tests of multiple Mean comparisons were used to , determine which!".
careers were rated ignificantly differeht by theree groups. For the
Male careers, boys were significantly higher than girls on three of the
eight' comparisons. On the female careers, boys were significantly lower
than the girls on seven of the eight comparison's,.

.

, .

meanstests of means with groups,across caree.s were computed in
order to compare the ratings of each of the four male 'careers with each
of the four female careers. Boys rated every male career significantly
higher than every female career, except elementary-school teacher. Group
I girls did not rate any male career significantly lower than any female
career and did rate mathematician significantly higher than nurse. Group
II girls rated professor of science significantly lower than elementary-
school teacher and hdmemaker, and rated computer pr9grammer significantly
lower than every occupation (male or female) Ocept Professor of science.

. Interpretations

Intelleptual ability an scientific career interests appear to be
highly related, Gifted girls and goys have stronger interests in mathe-
matics, science, medical science, writing, and public,speaking than do
somewhat older students of more average ability. This--result would seem
consistent with. the fact that gifted students can more realistically
aspire to academic careers. .

The gifted -girls are somewhat more likezgifted.boys than.average
girls with respect to interests that are fairly predictive of adult career
choices. Although gifted girls do differ from average girls with respect

. to investigative interests, the gifted girls had somewhat less interest
in these areas than giftea-boys, What appears V° be true is thatrgifted
girls make fewer clear distinctions between pope)ferences for male and ,

female career interest areas than gifted boys and appear more drawn to
age ability. These data suggest

that high cognitive ability leads to more conflict for gifted.girls than.'
gifted boys or average girls with respectto future career choices.

Critical Commentary

This study has the potential to serve as an impetus for,seyeral other
studies. How do the career interests of gifted students diff om the
interests of non-gifted students who are the-same age o the same
grade? How do students' (gifted and non-gifted) interests change as they
proOss through.school (e.g., what changes occur betweeh seventh grade
and ninth grade?)? Are these changes the same for males and females? How
indi6tiVe are the career interests of.students at various grades of their
qccupatiOn at age 25? age 30? I

4

'This study compared the career interests of gifted seventh gtaders
with the career intereste,"of average ninth graders. Thus, students

0-



differed not only in cognitive ability buein age. What results' were due
to the differences in cbgnitive abilities? in ages? Thee questions
should have been addressed. Why did the researchers use average ninth
graders rather thari 'average seventh graders?

Perhaps the.mOst imporint concern c4 the abstractor is in the
selection of the Strong-Campbell VOcational Interest Inventory1(SCII)4
This instrument was, apparently, still in the developmental stage at the,
time of this study. A(current catalog indicates that the instrument is ,

for grade 11 and up. Did the researchers have,any data on the reliability : -

and validity of the instrument? Why did they select an instrument that-
is not recommended for students below grade 11?'

The SCII was developed by combining the Strong Vocational Interept
Blank (SVIB). for Men and the SVIB for Woment Development of SCII was
prompted by a great deal of concern about the possible sex-bias of the
SVIB. No data were available to the abstractor to indicate if the SCII
is a sex-fair instrument. This would seem to have been a prime constder-
ation of this .study. Since the 'instrument, was still under development, .

the experimenters shdad have addressed this,issue.

More studies need to be conducted into the vocational interests of
adolescents. Hopefully, any future studies will take into consideration
these questions and comments.

y
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CREATIVE POTENT /AL OF MATHEMATICALLY PRECOCIOUS BOYS. Keating, Daniel P.

In Intellectual Talent: Research and-Development. Edithd by Daniel P.

Keating., BaltimoreMaryland: John's Hopkins University Press, 1976,
pp262-272.

4
Expanded Abstract and Analysts Prepared Especially for I.M.E.by Otto C.
Bassler, George Peabody College.

1. Purpose
.1

To inveitigate'potential creativity, values, and liocationaispreferences

of youths with great mathematical'ability.

A

2. Rationale

This investigation is a part of the Study of Mathematically Precocious
Youth (SMPY) which hak been primarily concerned with identifying students.
who possess a high level of ma5hematical reasoning ability and.then helping
these students, to further this ability. Identification of such students

'presented. the opportunity to 'study variables such as creativity, values,
'and vocational preferences within his group. These variables may become

meaningful and potential indicators of the future productivity and creativity
of academically talented matheniatics students.

.3. Research Design and Procedure,

/.The subjects were 72 junior high school boys who were the top scorers

.
, in two mathematics competitions held one year apart: These boys all had

demonstrated-high ability and achievement on tests designed for high school

seniors. / .-,

.
The students were administered a. battery of paper-and-pencil mea res

at several testing sessions. Fifty-seVen subjects took all meatures and
this group was used as the base group. When boys not in the base group
were compared to those in the base group, there were no significant
differences on the ,scores that the. two groups-attained. .

The instruments administered were:
ao,

. a. Study of Values-., It assesses values denoted as theoret±cal,
political,-economic, aesthetic, and religious. The "classic" value

,

..., -strueture of the creative scientist is high iheoreticaly-high aesthetic,'

and low religious, , I 4,.
'. : %

%

vb. Biographical Inventory-Creatiyity ... It is a self-report of past
behavior and,s1frratings that yield)ac'ores on "art and writing's and

-.--NNN.-.......

"mathematics and science."
.

. .

...c. BarronAtelph.Art Scale - It assesses preference for certain figures
and may discriminate between creative and less creativd`Mathematicians

4
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ter

O

d. Te California Psychological, Inventory - It' is used to predict

creativity. .
. .

,
,

. /
e. Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory -,It assesses vocational

interests.

f. Vocational: Preference Inventory - It assesses vocational preference.

g.- Raven' -s. Advanced Progressive Matrices - It is an IQ instrument
that measures "ti-verbal reasoning ability. 4 .1

141.
. .

4: Findings 1 °'

-..'

a. Study of Values:' The theoretical value was rated highest or',
second highest by 77% of the subjects;. only 8% rated aesthetic as highest
or'second'highest; and 43% rated religious last.

b.- Biographical Inventory-Creativity: In comparison with the college
norm group, the mathematicallyffprecocious boys,had h mean score (equivalent
tb the 58th percentile on the arts and writing scale and to the 68th ,

percentile on the mathematics and sciences scale.

c. Barron-Welsh Art Scale: The mean score of subjects in this
study was 17.9,'which when compared to a non-artist group(mean mf 15-06)
was non - significant.

. =

d. iThe palifornie Psychological Inventory: Using a-previously
developed regression equation for the scales of this test, the subjec
ab a group appear to be less creative than a group of randomly-selected
eighth graders as well as a high school norm group..

e. Strong-Campbell Interest Inventory and the Vocational Preference
Inventory: The subjecta roos-t freqdently selected occupations in the
investigatory category as their first.(617.) or second (24%) choice on one
scale. On the other scale, 93%chose investigative occupations as their
first or second choice. -Mist occupations in this category are science-.
oriented and require advanced educational degrees.

-

,

f. The-Advanced Progressive Matrices: The mean score of subjects
in the study (29.51) is above the 95th percentile of-adult norms.,,,

To determine the potential creativity of an individual studentIthis
score on each measure was compared to a criterion. specified to be the

4 mean score of the group plus one standard-deviation. This criterion was
established within the group of precocious boys as well as for the ndrm
group of each test. Within-group. comparisonaindicated that 56% of the
subjects were above criterion on one or more measures; 26% on two or more
measures; 7% on threes or more measures; and 27. on four measuses. Norm
group ,comparisons were 96% above criterion one or more measter; 77% on
two or more measures; 32% on three or more measures; 10% on four or more
measures; and 2% on fpe measurese

44.621
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C.

5: interpretations r 4

From .the group averages" ,or the various instrume its, it is not clear
if the group of mathematically talented boys'can be.c aracterized as
creative or not.. In general, the group as a whole does.not stand out
from the norm groups on any measure except the Rayen A(vanced Progressive,
Matrices test where it markedly exceeds the norm group.' The group possesses
a strong theoretical-investigative orientation but a'Iowaesthetic orients- ,

don; these are raked results with respect to creativity.

)Spnce almost one-third of the students tested were substantially above,
the mean of the.norm group_on three.,or more measures, it was concluded

,

that these individual students had high creative potentialy .Further it
-

.

was hypothesized that,some students who do not appear to be particularly
creative at this time may in the future come up to the criteria used in*
this investigation. This seems plausible sincre most of the instruments 0

.

were normed on much older subjects.' .

4'- . - ,
, .

Explanations.advanced for_the lack of agreement' f.creativity-
,,_

related measures in this group were:
.

-

a. One or mope of the measures may not bear'any deep relationship
to creativity.

b. Ther4 is a restriction in range within this group and this may
provide too little variation on measures that are even slightly correlated
with creativity.

t.

c., It. may be that each of the measures does bear some relationship'
to creativity and that each ofthem is measuring a different aspect of
creative potential. For an individual' be creative, it mayibe necessary
to possess all or nearly all of these traits.

4

f-JCritical Commentary .

k

natureThis study was exploratory in aeure and was designed to describe
the attributes of a very-select_group of boys on factors thought to be
related to creativity. As such it added.to our knowledge of the character-

i,,

, istics of academically talented junior igh school boys. Comparisons
between the'studied population and the groups for which the tests were
.normed were casual rather than statistical.. This is as it should be
since the instruments Were generally designed for different age groups
and different types of individuals.

. The questions of what creativity is and how.can it be measured were
left open in Ehis,,study. In fact, the author points out that the measures
used here, are indirect measures of creativity and are not presumed to be
in themselves measures of the construct. Thus the validity of this '
approach can only lie determined by a longitudinal study which the author
says is pla ed.

loo

Investigations of thiq type are needed to provide better information
about the capabilities-ofIrecocious mathematics studens, to further Our,

P
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understanding of dhstFucts such as creativity, and to, seek relations between
constructs euck*s abilityand creativity. Only after` exploratory studie's

'11.1(4'ehis will we be able to construct valid instruments and to facilitate
the learding of precocious youth. 9
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' THE VALUES. OF GIFTEOYOUTH.' FoX, Lynn H. In Intellectual Talent:
Research and Development. Edited by Daniel P. Keating.
Maryland:. Johns Hopkin4 UniversityPress,..1916, pp273-284.

d

Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepaied Especially for .I.M1E. by Lewis-Aiken; University of -California at Los Angeles.t.

, f...,

.1. Purpdse N. , .4 c

.Air.

.

. . ,-, , ,

.

i The study was undertaken to learn something about'the'valuesand
filterestdoof individuals counseled in the,Study of MathematicaW Preco-.

' cious Youth- Such information would hopefully assist in ddcidfng what_
. methods of f illtdtion-=collegg courses, advanced work:ip high School, a.
athematicsj ecial fast-paced mathemat'-cs courses, or rapid-ipaced'indd-
perident stud mmathematics-,--would be best for a given student. .

-0

Rationdle
4._ a

The inuestigatio was a part of. the §tudy, of Mathematically Precocious
Youth conducted by Julian Stanley, Daniel Keaante, and their-colleagUes at
theJohns Hopkins University. ;It was one oieaseveral sub-studies focusing
on'the relationships of-affective variables to mathematical ability. One

.prediction from previous research was that scores on the theoretical scale
of the 'Study of (5V) Would: be positively related to mathematical
ability. v

-) .

3w Research Design' and, Procehre

The Allport-Vernon--:Lihdze tydy of Values was administered to 655
boys and girls who participated in' the.1973 SMPY Mathematics talent search

"'and to. boys were wiais Or near-winners in the 1972 and 174 contests. - .

- he results were compared with those of the normative sample of male and...

female high schO 1 students .(grades 1:0=12) givitniin thg SV manual: .-

&
5 ., ,, .t .

. 4. Findiags
,

w
r.. .

.

Gi'rls in the 1973 Tale Search scored higher-than high-school,girlt N'

in the normative sample .on th social, theoretical, poliW.ca1., and'aesthdtfc
scales, btut._lower on the-religioud and economic-scales.- Boys in the 1973
Talent Search Scored highex than High sch'Ool bays in the normative sample
on the theoretical, social, and'politicaltscales,ibut lower on the religious, l
aesthetic, and,economic scales. The rank ordering of the values was also

" different-foi

the
in the gifted sample 'than -for those in.-the iormative:" sample, althSUgh e orderin Of the values for the gifteeboysfirwas quite

. similar 'to that,of'Ahe boys in the noimative group. Thq'seventfil. and
eighth-grde students of thd'sate sex in the gifted ipoup had quite similar
value profl_les.+ AmOrig the gifted studenes,,pe mean scorgi for boys were
sIgnificantiy-higher then those for gists on the theoretical, economic,,.-

, and political scales,.but-significantiy lower on Ole social, esthetic_,
and religious.stales. -kris tended to score hiihest'on the4s cial and. .

t
'.. 4
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J

religious scales, and boys on the theoretical and political scales-. In
general, boys who had the. highest scores on the. theoretical and religious"
scaldS of the SV,scored highest on the SAT-M, whereas girls who had. the
highest scores on the aestheticscele scored highest on the SAT-M.

5. In'te'rpretations

t.
More mathematically precocious students appeall to value theoretical

pursuits more than less mathematically able studentss However, this was

less true of girls than of.boys; and certainly.not true of all boys.
Mathematically talented students who are highly-motivated arlikelyje--
,succeed in ,accelerated mathematics coursep.even when their'theoreti

,

scores on.the SV are not particularly high:,

. .

,

.Ctitical Cothmentary

ithi, is basicalV a correlational Study whih shows that scores on.°
0 the Study of Valuesidiffer Significantly or mathematloelly- talented and ,

*mathetatically non-talented-kd irdtps and girls and- boys within those
o group Certainly the' finding that AA oretil scale scores' are' 1

. .
4 ik

highdelin the methema4cally,talented b in rio way gives assurancethat
the high theoretitaIs will be' most4sutcessful if certain approaches'to ;
ihstructioh in mathematics are.htili4.ed. Henp,,the purpose of the
investigation is not actually realized. The 'results depot proirlde a ,

sOond,rponele for-cOttiselingand placing students in particular inter-
vention or facilitative procedures.- - .

.., - ,

This refdtt, as with the bqok as awhplt, is kimariltdescriptive , IA
-rather than explanatory. It prbvides no prescription8 for the treatment' .

of mathematically talented iouth. Furthermore, the revielrfound this ..'

chapter a bit long - iv and indirect, in its.mepsage. Thus., the reader( ', or

haS to searsy--11 order to find out what statistical tests, weie used in ,: °

.determining thd signifioence6f,the "findings. in a situation "that ...
1 , /

Q

Literally crie ' r correlation coefficients and multiple 4gfession
, 10 ' \"procedures, none are found. Do ,the-norns on the VV are Probably

g. inappropriate for comparison. p 'oges for a numbs; of .reasons; cohort end '
4 ,.

age.differendes beingthe'primary.ones. e' observed sex dif&rences in
, this investigation were among the most in resting, findings of this

,
.,

investigation, but they, also Aquire a much clearet inAkreeatton than,
.., OIO

1
4

1
,that::giv9n. - ...
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RANDOM VS, NONRANDOM STUDY OF.VALUE5,PROALES. Linsenmeier, Joan A. W.
In Intellectual Talent: Research and Development. Edited by Daniel ,

' Keatingo qaltimore, Maryland: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1976,''
pp285-232.

.1

A

ti

EXpanded Abstract and 'Analysis Prepared Especially for I.M.E. bY',Mwis R.
Aiken, University of California at Los Angeles. or

1. ..,Purpose-

,

This Study was designed to determine whether ehe Study of Values (SV)
profiles of'matheril'atically, talented junior, high school students were

likeli to result froM random res'Oonding-to'the test items.

\')

'2. Rationale 4'
I 4

The investigator briefly ddscribes the statistical characteristicd
of ipsative measures such as0 , the,SV and the use of ipsative tests for
sihtraindividual comparisons. Some of the previous statistical work on
ipsative med,ures is summarized;, and the the etical rationale of the SV
is described.

4

.3. Research Design and Proceddre
4.

',

The SV was admistered to the 35 top-scor ngstudents in the 1972
. -

Mathematics Talent-Seairch, all of whom were boys aged 12 -14 selected on
the basis. pftheir SAT-M and STEP-Mathematics (Level I) Scores: Three

.setsof 100 randOM SV profiles were also generated by"' Monte Carlo methods.
-

'Frequency, distributions of scores on the six SV scales ,and profile standard
deviations were computed for the profiles of the 35.students and the-three

.
...sets of random profiles. .

,

-

#'4. Findings %
,t

The distributrons ,04 the random profiles.were nearly normal,, and
none of the scale meanslwerelsignificantly diffirentfrom expectation.
The differences among scale variances within each of the three sets of
random profiles were aldo non-significant. In.contrast, the variandes of
scores on the six values the actual profiles were stbtistically signi-
ficant, the variance of actual scores being greater than the variance of
random scores on all,scales except political% Furthermore, for the group
of actual scores to means on the theoretical, economic, aesthetic, and

, religious scales were sIgnificattly different from ttte expecte&means on
the respective scale. Finally, the mean profile standard deviations were
Significantly greater_for the actual profiles than for the random profiles.

5. InterpretatppS

The fact that the variance'of the individual SV profiles of the
mathematically talented grbup'was greater than that df.the randomly

4

. *
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generated profiles is interpreted as indicating that the profiles will
remain:stable over t e and that `it is appropriate to use the profiles in
describing the chera teristi,cs of the students. -The 'g ater Variances of
the actual profites.igere produced primatly by high sc r s on the theoretical
and economic scales and low scores on the aesthetic and eligious scales,
a finding'which the investigator interprets as reflecting true character -
istics of the students.

/

CriticalCommentary

This paper and the Previous-one (Fox, 1976, pp. 273-284) have gone to
. considerable effort to demonstratethat the Study of Values,'an.instrument'

originally developed many years ago and renormed on a nationwide sample of
46,000 Iiigh.school students in 1968, is an appropriate measure of the
values of mathematically talented junior-high students., It may,well b
so, but no concrete evidence of the reliability and validity of thi
instrument for the target group -has been presented,in either chapte .
intimaled in thepreyious abstract, this, revievelis not impressed by
comparisons of SV ptofiles, of junior high stuAnts'in'the 1970s.with
thzise'ofsenior high-students in the 1960s, the forger group ,consisting
of mathematically talented and the latter group, of vresumably16erage
students': Neither-am I comfortable with computer-generated random profiles
as baseline dateagin'st whith to compare actual Profiles., It is a fairly
safe be' t that rfAhe inyestigators,hed.asked the saMe'or=another group of
junior high students to respond randomly to. the SV, the results would have
been substantiallg different from -the computer-generated profiles.
Furthermore, even, a the SVris unreliable and,ihvalidfor this particular
grduO:the occurrence of ranlom42ta.would certainly be unexpected, The v

_ main point, howeveris ,that ladflof randomneSs in'the.data it no way
, , ,r guarantees -that the test is apptoWate and.valid-for the target-group.

, ...

Although the results of A4PdMinisteriffg the SV to. the mathematically.
talented students are' interesting and. Heuristic any cdtaparisons.that are
made from the dataimus't--like the,R i /I- i sative. The "normative"
data from average high schoo stusInt the 19,60s and comOter-generated
data in the,1970s hatdly qua ifyies sat slactory'fta of reference for
interpreting the sy prefil mathematically gifted' junior high students
or for validating the-tes * studentS., .-

Y
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Tests Used in the SMPY Studies

11,

The SMEX studies reviewed in this issue of IME are heavily dependent
upon test instruments. Not aliof the instruments are-commonly ubed by
mathematics edu'cators. Many of thq-abstrctors did not want to use
limited space to consider the appropriateness or the characteristicd of
the tests. Consequently we have liited for'your convenience reviews of
the tests that appear in Bufosi Seventh Mental Measurements -Yearbook (1972).

'Each is cited by an ordered pair Kx,y) where x is the cumber of the test
and y is the page number in the Buros volumes.

Academic Promise Test (672,1046)

1 Adjective Checklist (38,74),

Advanced Placement Examinations (662,1009)

Advanced Progressive Matrices (376C2,695)

,Alpha Biographical Inventory (975,1370) ,.

Art Scales (41,81)

Bennett's MecI-f'anical Comprehension Test (1049,1483)

California Psychological Inventory' (49,87)

Cooperative Mathematics TestS- Algebra I & ,11 (500,894)

Cooperative Mathematics' bests -.Analytic Geometry (532,926)

4

Cooperative Mathematics Tests - Calculus (53f924) , ..

. . Cooperative Mathematics Tests - Trigonometry. (54.'434

- *.

g.

%

Iowa Testof Basic Skills, Modern Mathematics Supplement to the,
4

(44,870) . ,

. .

, .

Modernianguag titude Test - Elementary (255,542)

"Personality Inventory' Eksenck (76,i59)

Remote Associates Test (445,825)

Revised Minnesota Paper F r4 BoardsTeshs(1056,1487)

Scholaatio Aptitude Test Verba14.and Mathematics (344,640).

Social`IZt fight Test, Chapin (51,98)

.

gdy of Values: A Scale .for Measuring the Dominant Interests in
PeriOnality, Third Edition (1 6,35q), A

.
i

. - s /,_.,

, Vocational Preference Inventory,1 Sixth Revision 0.57,184)

e
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1. Purpose >,

Th
The basic goal was "to create psychological foundations for an active

pedagogy of abilities." The specific goals were (a) "to characterize the'
mental activity of mathematically gifted pupils as they solve various
mathematical problems,7 (b) "to create experimental methods of invests
ing- mathematical giftedness that might have an independent value", (c) tof:
reveal "typological differences in the structure of abilities," and (d)
to'-determine whether the development of mathematical abilities is related
to age.

Several specific hypothesesfregarding mathematical abilities were
'also made;

(1) Pupils wildiffere
by differences in de

. generalize.mathemat
getteralizattons.. C.

r .

/ (2) Able
,
and less-able pupils'differ in their rate of ,i, curtailment"

/ of reasoning. ,, . t

A

(3) Pupils with different mathematical abilities are 5baracOrized.
by different degrees of the ability to switch from a direct to I

.

a reverse train of thoughp. r, --

athematical abilities are characterized *
'f development of bothIthe abilityto
aterials and the ability to remember

0 I

During the coursvoCthe-study additional hypotheseS were generated.

(4) AbleAble pupils are characterized by an ability to' switch rapidly
from ON mental operation to another.

(5) An ability for spatial concepts is expressed in different ways
and may be related to the. presence of diffetent types of
mathematical abilities. .3

2 Rationale
, .

The,foundatIon for the study is built v ety carefully through an
extensive review of non - Soviet as well as Soytetresearch literature.
Ability.is not viewed as am inborn trait. Rather, certain typological
properties are considered to /einborn. The manifestations of these mental
prOperties,,however, are determined by the circumstances in which an indi-
vidpal is reared.

Seven liasick,sOmptions are staed

yM
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(1) Abilitie.s areabilitieS for a definite kind of activity,

exist only within a specific activity, and Must be studied '

within that/activity.

(2) Ability is dynamic and develops only in a specific activity.

(3) Thre areoptlimal age periods for the development of abilities.

(4) Progress in an activity depends on a complex of abilities.

. .

(5) High achievement in an activity can be, conditioned by different
combinations of abilities.

(6) "Relative weakness in one ability can be compensated by other'
abilities.

4

(7) General arid specific giftedness are related, though the nature
Of the relatighship is not well understoOd.

.444,

.

3. Research Design and Procedure

.

The research was conducted over the twelve-year period 1955-66. In
all, 201 subjects were studied, some briefly and some for several years.
In addition,,groups'of 62 and 56 mathematics teachers and 21 mathematicians
were surveydH,,biggraphies of 84 prominent mathematicians and physicists
were studied, and data which permitted correlation of progress in various
school subjects were examined for more than 1000 students in grades 7 to
10 in MoscOw schools. Further data were gathered from several local
mathematics Contests and from ekla.mination of notebooks Of a "large number"
of students in (grades 6_,to 8..

;.* : 1

Seven basic principles underlay the'meth ds of the study. First,1
-activities were chiefly mathematical in order to highlight mathematical
abilities. Sedond, experimental problems were designed to reflect various
degrees of difficulty. Each problem type was represented by a'- series of

,4 problems of increasing complexity7sand.difficdity. The simplest problems
were designed to be accessible even to pupils of indifferent abil s.
Third, solving the problems should help clarify the structure Semati-
cal abilities.1 That is', featuresof mental activity specific to'mathematical
activ#Tshould be manifested. Fourth, proceshes for sole ng problems were
more important than the fadt of a final'soludion. Fifth, measure ability
raher,than past habits, experience, and, skills, the.probl ms that were
selected were. non-standard and reqUirad little partichlar previously
learned information. Sixth, experimental methods were used that were
instructive as well as diagnostic. The pupil's rate of progress was
observed in two situations: 44, independently-and-(2) with slight help

. -from-the experimenter. Seventh, quantitative as well as qualitative methods
Flee used, Counting data (e.g., number of problems solved with and without

. help, number of different solutions). were Maintained, and factot analysis

..was ait to aid in the interpretation of the data. -

-4 -

Twenty-six series of problems'were developed: Briefly described tfiey
are as follows: unstated qtrestion, ingOmplete informafill, surplus infor-,
.mation, isolation of parts of a figure, indudtive generalization, common

44
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mathematical structure, increasing abstraction, generalization froma
singe instance, proof, composition of equationS, unrealistic situations,

artificial concepts, multiple solutions, changing content: reconstructing
a process, unconscious restrictions, direct and reverse processes, hetris-*

tics, logical reasoning, series, sophisms, complex data, ,visual, verbal .
and visual, 'spatial concepts, i)isual.rpictorial versus verbal-logical.

4 \\
Preliminary experimentation was conducted with selected students.

Labeling of subjects as very capable-(V C), capable (C), average (A),, or
incapable (I) was.accomplisheo0ft accordance with broadly stated guidelines.
Experiments of the longest duration were conducted withhe capable and
very capablestudents. Six major studies involving individual experimen-
tation were conducted. .

Years Grades (Age)
VC

1956-58' 6 - 8

1958-65 (6 - 14) a6

1960:61 6 - 7 t

1960-64 5 - 9,
..,

1962-64 9 - 10 11

1963-65 2 -4 7

1956=65' 2 - 10 34'

Ability Level
cl C ' A I.

9 , '6 4

9 . 10

36 22, 8

8 ,Il

14 9 12

67 57 34

TOTAL 192

. Subjects were told that the purpose of the experimeht was to collect
-.. maie.qal for new problem books. Usually experiments were conducted indi-

vidua]) during out-of-class time, and after a good rest. Indisposition,
fatigue, low spirits, or lack of interest in solving the problems were
sufficient cause for postponement'of a session.

4.
*\;

Findings and Interpretations

Several components of mathematical thought were identified, by
least 50 %-of each of the twd groups of mathematics,teachers surveyed;
logical thinking, resourcefulness in studying mathematics, stable mathe-%
matical memory, and ability to generalize. Ability to generalize and
abstracting essential: features of a problem. were cited most frequently by
the mathematicians-surveyed.

On the basis of selected cases of mathematical giftedness; several
concludions were made. First, mathematical abilities can take shape _'
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early, usually in the form of computational skills. Second, charadteristics,
that°develop include ability to generalize, flexibility in 'processes,,
striving for economical solutions, memory for generalizations, curta4ment
of reasoning;-a 4 mathematical. perception of the environment. Third,
giftedness at an early age is relatively independent of support of such
developpitent. ["Flexibility'in Processes" means an ability to switch rapidly
:from ode operation to another or' from one train of thought to another.-
"Econbmical solutions" are the easiest,'cleatest, or most diNct. "Cur-

-tailment of reasoning" refers to the shortening of processes of solution -

when the processes are used more than once: The logical jumps between
explicit steps in these processes become larger as the intermediate steps
are accepted as 'obvious'.]

From the, data of all subjects (but-with4primary emph'sis given to the,
data of capable and very capable stAdents) the following conclusions were
reached:

-(1) Capable pupils perceive the mathematical material of a problem
analytically (different elements ,are assessed differently) and
synthetically (relationships are sought for among the elements).
Average and incapable students perceiiie only disconnected factse---
and have difficulty synthesizing concrete data. There seems 6
be an ability to extract from the given terms of a problem the
information maximally us p140. for its-solution.

(2) Capable pupils generalize quickly and broadly. .They generalize
not only the content of the probleta but also the method of
solution.

1116

0

(3) ble pupils can with very limited exposure to similar Problems
curtail their processes for solving such problems. Average .

pupils do this, only after repeated exposure. Incapable pupils
experience great difficulty in producing such curtailment.

(4) Capable pupils easily switch_from one mental, process to another
qualitatively different one, approach problem-solving from
different aspects, are free from conventional solution techniques,
and easily reconstruct established thought patterns. Incapable
pupils are marked by inertness, sluggishness, and constraint in
their thinking, and they are impeded by previous solution
techniques.

.

(5) Capable pupils strive for the clearest, simplest, shorter ,land
'- most elegant solution to a problem.

(6) Capable pUpils can'reverse their reasoning processes easily.

(7) When able pupils solve a hard problem that trials seem to be a
means of thoroughly investigatling it rather Ulan direct attempt Sr
.at 504.ving it.

(8) Capable pupils remember generalized and curtailed structures.
These structures are created frbm the data and the relationships
of particular problems.

46 '
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(9) There appears, to be an identifiable "Mathematical cast'of mind"
which is formed 1:asa particular'synthetic 'expression of mathe-'

matical giftedness eAd includes cognitive, emotional and
volitional aspects." Further there appear to be_three types of
"tmathematicaf minds:" analytic, geometric, and harmohic.
(combination). -

'

7
,

.

(10) Sudden inspiration among capable pupils is frequently explainable
by the'ability to generalize and the ability tp think in cur-
tailed structures.

(11) Capable pupils tire much less during mathematics lessons
during other kinds of lessons.

(12)Th ability- to'generalizeappears to develop first. CurEsiling
,

reasoning, generalizing memory% and, striving for elegance in
solutions appear to be formed later.

(13) There is no difference in qualitative characteristics'of mathe-'
matical, thinking of boYs.and girls.

Summary conclusions' were as follows: r

(1) There appears-toibe a basis' for speaking -of specific abilities
(including mathematical abilities) rather than general abilities
that are only "refracted-in-a unique way in mathematical
activities."

(2) In some people, the brain is uniquely attuned toward isolating
from the environment stimuli of the type of spatial and numer- -

ical relationships and symbols and toward optimal work with,
precisely this kind otstisMuli. Theta's; some people have
inborn characteristics in the structure, of their brains which
are extremely favorable, to the development of mathematical
abilities.

tIr

.-
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Critical Commentary I
,

Prepared specially fier I.M.E. by Gerald A. Goldin, Philadelphia, Pennsyl=
vania.

Ktutetskii's investigations are not quantitative; rigorous analyses
of data tending'to confirm,or deny specific experimental hypotheses. Con-
sequently many U.S. readers may experience a certain initial resistance to
his approach. For me, however, the study of mathematical abilities based
on the obserytion of problem solving processes, rather than the statisti-
cal interprets ion of test scores, is, sensible and enormously refreshing.

1

. Too often researchers in mathematics education propote hypotheses
haphazardly? without developing conceRtual foundations, or else in scatter-
shot fashion seek to correlate lists of. supposedly dependent' variables
with lists of independent variables. While such studies may enjoy a claim
to statistical and methodological riibr, their eventuaLoutcompS lend
credence to no particular theory or model-for mathematical learning,
.because the initial hypotheses were themselves unmotivated by such a,
theory or model. KrutetSkii's studies,'on the other hand, may be seen
as principally clinical investigations aiming toward the creation of a
model for the structure of mathematical abilities. Such a model, he
points out, should consist of more than'a list of independent or partially
independent "factors;" in fact Krutetskii,has harsh words for the preoccu-
pation of Western psychologists with factor-analyt4c methods. He devotes
a major section of the book to his critical review. Rather e maintains

in )1with justification-that the componentsn a model for mathematical abili-
ties ought to be interrelated and comprise a coherent system, an
organizaeional whole.

A meaningful model, emerging as it may ,from qualitative or semi-
quanitatative clinic data, canthen 1 subjected to ,a more rigorousa
quantitative verifica\on.' This is the scientific context with respect
to which I am evaluating Krutetskii's contribution. Therefore, the
following comments focus priearily on the problem-solving instruments
(test series) designed by Krutetskii, and the model which he develops as

11
investigations.a consequence of.hiswnvettigations.

/,'

. TLe,rich and varied collections of mathematical problems in this
book alone make it worthwhile for, purchase, even by the readet who is
uninterested in ruteiskii's theories. The probleds are organized into
26 groups or s ies, based on VariouS shared problem characteristics
within each serie ee Table 1). Many of the problems are ingenious,
and are suggestive in themselves of teaching objectives and motivational
strategies. : ;,--

These problem sets constitute the experimental instrumentation for
the development and substantiation of Krutetskii's model for ehestructure

mathematical abilities. As such they are subject to certain criticisms
,,,,-v.- r--'`'"ch,ri.,,.(---1"-Vch, in view of the scope and significance of the problem setsy ought

not to be construed as detracting from their value.

1. Krutetskii presents only the most cursory discussi of the
content, validity and reliability of his test instruments. For example,

48
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THE SYSTEM OF EXPERIMENTAL PROBLEMS FOR INVESTIGATING
SCHOOLCHILDREN'S MATHEMATICAL ABILITIES*

TABLE I

t-

Category Group Series

Information Perception
gathering (interpretation

of a problem)

1

Information Generalization
processing

ow

Flexibility of
thinking

Reversibility of
mental processes

Understanding;
reasoning; logic

Information Mathematic.Q.

retention memory

-Typology Types of mathe-
matical ability

I. Problems with an unstated question
II. Problem2 with incomplete information

III. Problems with surplus information
IV. Problems with interpenetrating

.elments -

V. Systems of problems k: a single type
VI. Systems., of problems o different

types
VII: Systems of problems with gradual

transformation from concrete to
abstraCt

VIII. Composition of problems of a given
type'

IX. Probl4ts.op proof
X. Compositioh of equations using the

terms of a problem
XI. Unrealistic problems

XII. Formation of artificial concepts

XIII. Problems with several solutioris
XIV. PrOklems with changing(tontent
XV. Problems on reconstructing an

operation
XVI.Problems suggesting "self-restriction"

XVII. Direct and reverse problems

XVIII. Heuristic tasks.
y XIX. Problems on comprehension and

logical reasoning
XX. Series, problems

XXI. Mathematical sophisms

. XXII. Problems with terms that are hard to
remember

XXIII. Problem-1s littb-Tydrying degrees of
...-

visuality in their solution
XXIV. Problems with verbal and visual

'formulations
XXV. Problems related to spatial concepts

XXVI. Problems that expose correlations
between visual- pictorial and verbal-

mr
logical Components nonmathematica
intellectual activi

Krutetskii, pp. 100-104, abridged
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The ;validity (suitability, legitimacy) of'the otperimental
problems was establithed before the beginning of the experi-
mental study. As is wellknown, the validity of test problems
is determined by demonstrating their'results_in praCtice. The
trial experiments showed rather 'Persuasively that the more
mathematically,able-the examinees, the more successfully they
.solved the experimental problems (p. 91).

There is no discussion of such important related questions as the validity
of the, classification of problems into` the' various series. Would all
experts agree that each problem designated as an example of "Composition
of Equations Using the Terms of a Problem" indeed belongs in that group?
Similarly, we have:

eliability'of the problems was confirmed selectively (using
eries that yielded numerical scores), from the standpoint of'
tability of the scores (p.,911.'

However, Krutetskii is concerned not mainly with test'scores, but with
the use of certain probiem-sOlving processes, It would have been useful
to measure the reliability of theprdblems fron,the standpoint ofthe
stability of the processes which the problems are designeVta elicit. We

."-----are given no detailed data on either validity or reliability.
3

2. The selection of problemi,and more particularly the decisiOns
about the chara4teristics of the various problem series, are of necessity
influenced by pliFresearWs preconcepitions as to'the nature of the
information being sought. Yallt the.inflbence on Krutetskii's findings of
the structure of the problem sets themselves is enormous. One might go so
far as to say that many of the conclutions of the study are built into the
pioblem series, and it is not clear to what extent the author appreciates
this fact. It it useful at this pbing to refer,to Krutetskii's general
outline of the structure of mathematical abilities:

1. Obtaining,mathematical information
A. The ability for formalized percePtion of mathematical

ti material, for grasping the structure of a problem.

I -4-
2. Processing, mathematical information

zA. The ability for logical thought in the sphere of
quantitative and spatial relationships, number and
letter symbolg; the ability to think in matl:lelatical
symbols.

B. The ability for rapid and broad generalization of
mathematical objects) relations, and operations.

C. The ability to curtail the process of mathematical.
reasoning and thd system of correspondint operations;'-
the ability to think ip curtailed structures.

D. 'Flexibility of mental processes in mathematical activity.
E. Striving for clarity,-simplicity, economy, and ration-
,

ality of solutions.,
F. The ability for rapid and free reconstruction of'the

direction of a mental process, switching from a direct
to a reverse train-of thoutht (revertibility'of the
Mental process in mathematical reasoning).

50 J
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3. Retaining mathematical information
'A. Mathematical memory (geheralized memory for mathemati-

cal re ationship,s, type chArafteristics, schemes of
arguments d proofs, methods of prOblem=solving:
prcipJes of.apProach)..

4. General synthetic component
A.. Mathematical cast,of mind. .(pp. 550-351)

f...-0
e quantitative substantiation for component 1.A. above, for example, is

baled on problem'series I-III (a'. 225 -226). It is certainly plausible to

,
1

. .

t

.

assert that these three problem series (unstated questioh,. incomplete
.

information, and surplus informat!on) measure the same component of'mathe- c'

matical ability. Krutetskii's 6ta support the existence of 'a Comton k
1

e...*

factor that accounts for success in these three groups of problems. How-
ever, this result is not obtained from an "atialysis of scpres on all'

_,

test problems grouped together, as Kilpatrick and Wirszup note irTheir .

intro (p. xv). It is based rather on the correla4on matrix for'
series I xclusively. Thus Krutetskiilas not really'isolated a

a"factor;" he simply developed an instrument for the evaluation of
trait presupposed to be a compO,Rent of mathematical ability, an has demon-
strated the internal consistency of this instrument. This limit ion
applies int-mrd to the quant* tive verification of each componen of the
structure, and highlights the sense in which the' organization -45f e prob7i

lem into series has largely, though not entirely, determined
*
the kresultine&

structure of mathematical abilities. 4*
-t

,

Krutetskii -also presents important qualitative data in sumort,of his
model: data 'from research mathematitians, analyses of individual cases af
mathematically gifted children, and excerpts from children's problem- solving

__., oprotocols. I found the latter to be rather unsatisfying due to thetshort-
t

ness and selectivity'of the e4cerpts, It is.almost always inyossible to.
.

-N
A.

reach an independent conclusion as to the_correctness of the author's
, interpretations, and much has to be accepted on faith. -4

u

_ . . .

We may now ask whether or not Krutetskii.has succeeded in his objective,_
of elucidating the structure of mathematical abilities. He has. certainly
identified-several distinct components. He has, demonstrated that each
. compOnent "hangs together;" that ig4 it can be measured consistently by

,_ means of a variety of problems developed for the purse of doing so. He

has neither asserted nor demonstrated his components to be independent of
. each other; on the contrary; he view i them to beinterzelated, and to

correspond in a broad way to sequentfal.problem-solving stages. In thene,,:1 ,
. ,

, v-.respects I believe that a meaningful structure has been 'asserted.'

_

Krutetskii uses some.of the language of informdtion procetsing theory,
but he does not build on the research in this field. ,.He is ultimately not
trying to characterize the'individnal,problem-solving'processAkt,to iden-
tify and study the' orwitation of the shared characteristics..(traits),of .

successful Vs. unsucc-aaful ,Children as problem solvers.

Krutetskii's work kill inevitably be compared with that of Piaget.

,progression through Mart's developmental stages, one response to Krutetskii
Just as many educators and psychologists have sought to accelerate,childre 116
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will be 05-try 6 tea h e loft.' components of "mathematical ability,"
1n ,tlye.case of Piaget, 14se of orts often ran counter to the spitit of-the ' A

theorytfor krutetskiif I elieve this to be the very object of hip
...

'forwork. Grallting, example, that successfdl prOblem,solvers perceive .the (

:

. .-probiem-in relation tollits ements,'rasping initially the proble 's struc-

'
.ture °can w'wee not,i'eachthis ability or at least.. facilitate its-d e dPient?

-L-0.

4rutetskii'S problem series are suggestiye,of ways to do eXactlyt t.

...-'I'l comme4tary has omitted mention of that is interesting -Add

.' .

val4ble-ift Krut4tskii's bookl- the discus ion of various "types" of
. .

mathematical pbility,its relationship to p rsonality, age sex differ-
;en*, rid the" discussion of certain skills or co ponents of athematical

-- abili .which liperhalis syrprigingly) turned out to be inessential to the
4 strtic gre.

.

Sf,fl.ce it, to say :that this owork is* important contribution-
* tPth

.. ,

erature ght.to inspire research id mathematics education
and, the ical pr lying for many years to come.
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researc

seems virtually certain that Kru fetskii's yolumel become one of ,
'quoted pathemat.cs'education-reports published 1011976. '1114 .

Is apparently it rgrtant historically in the Soviet-study of abili-

ties,' and its distinction within the USSR is sufficient cause*for-Seridas .2

.;,. examination of the report,by,all mathematics educator. ,HoweVer$ S corn- -

,p12Lely o9en-minded reading is difficult, atileAt for this revigiggr,'
belipse.of the conflict bitT..7.een the value system'implicir in.. the i,,estern

4 w of acceptable empirical research arid the,value system associated with e

the Soviet view.
..

. 0
i

,

. ,

a , ,

:The prominericelbf statistically based, empirical research in the United

a .,States tends to cause some automatic suspicion of studies that are not
iquantitative. Soviet researchers, n contrast, doubt the'valge of stUdies-

.

'for.which inteipretatiods,are based,p arily on statistical maninulation;'
,e.g., factor analysis. -Open-minded ac nowledgement and evalt'ation of the

Soviet eriticiips of the, sic orientations of Western empirical research

are difficult; because the process of analyzing such critic1sm causes '. .
considerable dissonance. This dissonancefrin turn,causes a distraction so,, *

di severe that some important conclusiont'arit.oVerlooked, simply because they

are not permissible within the-value syseemdf Western research,

(0
,

k
.

% ._., ...
_The comments that follow, therefore4.0ieuld be dnters,rted with the

knowledge-that this re; ewer has 'experienced a significant-conflict.ofi ''

.
values._ Negativecriatisms are potentially overrreaaionsto Krutetskii's 4
diVerent values. . Positive Criticismson th'elbtherhand are potenti.61/y. ''):-

a

,
over- compensations fbr'tbe recognized.conflict. pmain urpoSe of ally

the comments is to "provide a set oftguidposts for he reade :personal -f

study of the book. ...,

'
.

.
.

a.

1- The research is a massive uklertaking, and Krutet'skii ii td be
'lauded for the clarity, of exposition, nd fot,the level of synthesig, not

_ only of his own work but also of the 'published literature.. Krutetskii's
view of Western literature is substantively differene,7rom tliat'of any
aitdrature review oUblishdd in this country. His unusual view is, By

'itself, an important cohtributionro the study mathematipl abtlities

and evo/ves frum the value system implic' 'viet research. The posi-

40Lof1Suiet political acrd social phil sophy is that Individual :differ-

encei are notpsignificant. Consequently, Soviet psychology hag'denied the
importance of differential performance, at leastas masured-by tests, and
1p0focused,instead on the processes by which probiemareisolved by, . .

differenttpeople. The impleMentation of this focus-hamt7Fh the devkIop:-.
...,

ment of ele "teaching experiment," whioll is basically a one-on-one,.open-

ended, qild rbostly structured interview. .
. ,

c

-. ,
..

2. . most obvious dqficierroTin.Kruteeskii's report is the lack of

detail i expiningwhat happened,in the experlriAnts. Since the problem-

.solving sessions were designed as potential if not-actual "feachineexpert0
merits," complete details of specific procedures, of, course could not be

,
_ 0.

,...

.,_reported in only g single volume. Each trial Was unique .ark:COas-'decerminedP.

et,

,
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'' not only by they problems Presentedbut,alto by the responses of .the subject.
.. '- It is important for adeq'uately* interpreting the results,, however, to know

: ,how much direction was provides the experimenters. The reader is at a
loss, to determine ti.tis. Too, 'since so much impettanqe was given to the

.

'data of the capable and very capable pupils, there is at least a-possibility
-6. that tha,quality,of didgiven to those-pupils was higher than that giVen to'

average and incapable pupils. More information is needed before a judgment
* , -can.be Made ofAether such a bias existed.

. .
- .. `^-

a

q t
4

. 3. ' The
P64
most critical problem in interpreting Krutetskii's research

arisefforetfie lack of descriptions ,of criteria by which supportive data
were retained and non-supportive datayere discarded. In comparison to
dialogues reported by Piaget, for example, Krutetskii's selections are
quite short.' As less and-leieDvetbatim dialogrr is,reported, of course,
the more important become Jhe criteria for selection of the quoted passages.
In this reviewer's opinion, Krunetskii becomes suspect of ovr-zealous
selectiOn of Supportive data when he q s,a nine-year-old as saying,
?Oh, what an example! But it only se arch It is apparent at once t
there is a common factor in. -ail 3 gar (g. 250)'. This child is admit-
tedly bright in Mathematics, though at age 8,"shetwrites'badly and does.,
not read Very readily" (p. 192,3).'s IOteemS unreasonable that by age nine
she world have acquired use of such sophisticated language. It is of
course tzue that her4resporise.has 1?en translated twice; first, into the
.

*origin alreport and second, from Russian to English. Nonetheless, the sophis-
ticated ts .e. of language by subjects who excel only,'or at least mainly, in

-mathematics creates some suspicion. One wonders whether editing has been
done to the transcripts in orderto support'the hypotheses. More informa-
tioh about the details of selection of data sHOUlti ha iz- n provided:

It seems that &
.

ncthroughout the manuscript th. data ro,capable
a

.- -
1

, and very capable pupils are viewed as positive and. ut. e fronr average and
incapable pupils ate viewed as negative* In part this s explainable in

-, terms of the philosophy of Sovi*research. Since mathematieal'ability is,
,only expressable in. mathematical activity, then those, pupils who cannot-
(perform mathedatical ac5vities,cannot be viewed as possessing,mathematical

, abilities. From the-Western yiew,however, it is unreasonable always. to

.- interpret tie data of average and Ocapable pupils in-terms -of deficiencies
relative to the.data of capable

.
and very capable pupilS Western research-.

- ers are more inclined toward Makirit positive interpreta of data. Too,
a theory of mathematical abilities ought not to-.be determined in its posi-
tive aspects.1Tholly by the behavior of capable Ails. Average pdpils may
have different kinds of .abilities rather than only'arlack of,5bilities:,

,

-
. .

5. The factor
-:

analyses' that were performed seem to have ,employed 'olf
, .

it:late Only from capakle,pupils. ,Consequently there is a possibility that
the factors that,were identifpd were related Las much to characteristics OP"....

4 m,.que to the subjects in that'sub-popalatilp as to mathematical ability,
)111P factors. After all, if subjedts are selected for qtatistical study because

of similar behavior it is no surprise that statistics verify that similarity. .

. - .

6. The report creates the impression that, for Krutetskii, ability
'and giftedness are synonymous. Less dissonance would have been created
for this reviewer if the title had been The Psychology of Mathematical,
Giftedness ih Schoolchildren, although such a book might receive conside

.

. -41y -less attention. Western researchers Would grobably not accept the
. . : . .

-,
.. ..,,, ,,., , .

t
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equivalence of,ithese two,terms. fhe'use of Krutetskii's work in supp*
of future researchieherAre, will-have to be handled very carefully:
Notions about giftednesA may not'apply to studies of now-gifted pupils.

'.. ., - .,

7. Krutetileiiis"readaitch should be viewed as developmenallzather
than

..

experibental. Itis'cOnclUsions are somewhat conservative in light of
the data presented; but such esstance is desirable in the context of
current knowledge. °-The conclusions seem more useful as suggestions of
hypotheses for futurresearcb than as' well-substantiated results of
careful experimentaffon. .

. . . -..

:
.

8: The task of defining a theory'of mathematical abilities is both
very important and very complex. sKrutets,kii has greatly illuminated some
aspec df that task, and he has-suggested ways of illuminating other

taspects.' one step in the development_O a full theory, Krutetskii's
-work deserves a very good ruutation. Ho ver, this reviewer sincerely
hopes that enthugiasm over efie work will ot,cause it to assume unjusti-
fied importancee

4
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THOUGHT PROCESSESINVOLVED IN SiTilNG UP EQUATIONS. Doblaev P. Soviet
Studies in the'Psychology ofLearning 4nd TeachinLMattemati pp103-
183, 1969:,

.

'Expanded Abstract and Analysis Prepared Especially for .,14.E. by Edward G.
Begley Stanford University, Stanford; California. .10

4 ,

,
... .

.

1. Purpose
.

.
..

-.
. ,

This study was an attempt to ascertain the meneal pr ceases used by
students. in deriving algebraic equations ftom word.problems. S. '

r

2. Rationale

,

I

. ThedeLgia. of, the study was influenced. by the experimenter's belitf
that the only logical way, to solile a problOm is to first recall the general

, rule for that kind of problem.and then to insert the specifics of the
-problem into- the rule: 4 -

.

.
.

. f.

-
Research; Design ana Procednre

Two etperim ts wereierkormed.is

The first used ten seventh graders. Five had been taught by'one
teacher ,($) and' -the other five by another teacher (N). EaCh'set of` five
consisted of oape "star" student, two ave rage students, and two weak

.

1

. . A

students.-.

AL A 2 tem instrument was used. Each item asked for the formulation
A

of an e.raic expression or equation. The instrument was administered
to t e subjects individually. -They were asked to tell, after solving the
problem, whatwent on in,their minds durihg the soluiion, whether they
recognized the general ,proposition, how they decided what to designate

. by x, etc. ,

If s student was unable.to provide an answer for an' item, he was
given variants of it until he, did produce en answer.

-41. Findings

Out of the 210 ,answers, 180 were correct. Inonly,28of these cases
d the student. report comPlet , or even ortiar,,recognitidn of t}e'

1general proposition. In 21 c es, the gereal propostian had'been taught
to them. In seven cases the students generated the proposition.

r.
1

..,

51. Interpretations

The experimenter uses the term,"asociattoe fOr'the meptaloPeration
used by subjectg to obtaIn correct answerewl,thout recalling)

'57
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rule,, He' provided lengthy aiscossions of these association's 'but did not

come,13%any pedigogicaily useful,conclusions.

'
Research Design and Procedure

The 1-The second experiment use d the

five of B's students, and
.

ten ninth
. .

more comp4x word problems to solve
.

experiment. _

or4inayten students, another set --ef
graders:.' They were_ given a. s,e4pf ten

and to report on as in 'file first
,

. I

(It should be noted that each of these.prOblems was easy .to2lve by
means of two linear, equations in tao ilariables. However,- i each of the 1
solutions quotle0 in, this report, only one equation was use

\
Two methods were observed of choosing which uhknown to denote by x. .

In the first method, the unknown required' by'thestatement of the problem
..:

was chosen.' In the other method,,some other unknown was denoted.by x.
. -

two,methols of setting up the equati6n were observed.
One melhe4-proceded by forming new expressionsainvolving the knaWn 'quanti-
ties of the problem and the basic unknown. In the other method, it was
decided, perhaps even before choosing x, what was tb.be on each SIdeof.
the equation.

Of the 250 problem attempts there were 207,correctresponses. Of
lthese, it, was possible 'to determine the method of choosing theyariable
.16 be denoted by x ando-aiso the method of betting. tiP the equation in
160 case.

2*
Findings

(a) The 160 'cases

os

Method of

setting pp,
equation

I

.1 .
were distributed as

. ,

Method of ,Choosing Variable
,

F4st
$

'Second

First SeCohd

(1:.... -31

*
,

-

. 37

-

4'

.

45 c; 47 .

, ..

-e.,-

. 17)4,

o

In the,remaihing findings, the method of chOosing 'the va,FiaBle is'n6t
considered' any further, only the two methods,of setting up the*eqUa-
tion are -Comparelf

'1
w

(b)" The percentageof solutions usingtthe two Methodg7-variad from
p46b.lem:to problem. The first method waapot used. at 'all, one problem
but was used 69 percent of the time on another.

,

7 5a

4/. 6

r
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(0 : The percentageof'solutionl by the WO methods was not the same
at the two grade levels.

'Wide

Method First

Second

t

:Seventh it Ninth

o' 51, -' 33

. A9 ., 67

-(d),,, The percentage of Solutions using the two methods wes not the
same far different ability levels.'

Methpd Flrst,

.

Second

Ability 'Level

High Average Weak
. f

. ,

28 474 68

53 32

'(3) The percentage of solutions using the two methods,was not'the
saw students bf different.teaChers.

e

'Method First

Second

Teacher

B N

32 65

.68 . 35 ,

It I

1

. :

(Note: Teacher B concentratedon the second method of'problem
soll4ng in class,.while Teacher`N concentrated on the \first.)

..... (f) The percentage of solutions: -using the two methods was not sig
nificantly different when comparing tpse students included in the first
experiment and those not included. . .

to

i

52' Interpretations

o

The experimeqter concludes from findings (c)a nd,(d)' that the second
,. method of formulating the equation is,preferable, but, because of finding

. (b), it should not be taught exclusively.
'

Criticel Commentary
.

The quantitative results listedaboyeare not surprising. But even
, if 'they had been, the small number, of subjects, as is not uncommon in
'Soviet mathematics education research; imuld'not allowmuch confidence
in them.

1:
# 1.

7)1 4



The extensive discussion of "association" is based on a view of the
problem7solvIng,process that) will §eerilli0Onarrow and too rigid to most
Western educators and too much based on the authors opinions ratherthan
on the data lie collected, and consequently will, not be of much intergse
to them.

.
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